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ποριεῖς δέ, ἂν ὡς ἐσχάτην τοῦ βίου ἑκάστην πρᾶξιν ἐνεργῇς, ἀπηλλαγμένος πάσης εἰκαιότητος
καὶ ἐμπαθοῦς ἀποστροφῆς ἀπὸ τοῦ αἱροῦντος λόγου καὶ ὑποκρίσεως καὶ φιλαυτίας καὶ
δυσαρεστήσεως πρὸς τὰ συμμεμοιραμένα.
Marcus Aurelius, Roman Emperor & Stoic Philosopher, Meditations, Book II, Chapter 5
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ABSTRACT
Heart failure is a condition in which the heart is unable to provide adequate blood flow to
the vital organs of the human body. Up to date, the most effective treatment is heart
transplantation. Availability of donor hearts, however, is limited. Consequently, the number
of patients in the heart transplant waiting list rises every year. Recently, an artificial solution
has been developed, involving the implantation of ventricular assist devices, in order to
provide temporary support to the patient’s heart and bridge the time to transplantation.
A ventricular assist device (VAD) is an implantable electromechanical apparatus,
responsible for assisting the function of a failing heart. Device implantation, however, is tied
to poor survival rates of patients. Causal role have the severe thromboembolic events which,
in turn, lead to device malfunction and patient death. These adverse phenomena, triggered by
the direct contact between blood and synthetic material, necessitate the administration of
intense and lifelong anticoagulation therapies. Coating the luminal surface of the device with
a fully hemocompatible blood-foreign interface would halt coagulation and simultaneously
improve patient survivability and life quality. Additionally, a hemocompatible surface would
provide opening for VADs to be used as a destination therapy. To this extent, optimal
protection could be represented by an autologous endothelial cell layer, the natural interfacial
layer between blood and tissue, through the process of surface endothelialization.
The Zurich Heart project, aims at improving contemporary VAD designs (System
modification) as well as developing new concepts for VADs (Alternative systems). The work
presented in this thesis is part of the System modification track. The long term goal is to
develop a fully hemocompatible ventricular assist device. Hence, we envision to generate and
maintain a functional endothelium on the luminal surface of the device. Realization of the
abovementioned objective requires, however, to successfully tackle bottlenecks associated
with endothelialization of devices. In the first part of this thesis, such challenges are identified
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and discussed. In the next two chapters, we introduce strategies, utilizing rationally designed
surface topographies, to enhance endothelial cell retention under realistic hemodynamic
conditions. In the last chapter, we focus on understanding the responses of human endothelia
under supraphysiological magnitudes of wall shear stress.
Regarding the clinical integration of cardiovascular devices, the paucity of source cells is a
potentially calamitous scenario. Therefore, the development of surface engineering strategies
to achieve full endothelialization, while minimizing the amount of endothelial cells required
to seed the surface, is necessary. Stable endothelialization is the outcome of the interaction
between endothelial cells, flow-generated wall shear stress and the substrate topography. In
the 2nd part of the thesis, a novel strategy is presented and validated, based on the use of
optimized surface topographies, combined with confined islands of seeded endothelial cells.
With this approach, when approximately half of the substrate is covered with endothelial
cells, the time to full endothelialization, compared to an unstructured surface, is almost
halved. These results demonstrate a novel approach on the endothelialization of
cardiovascular devices featuring partial endothelial cell seeding prior to implantation and
exploiting the wound healing potential of endothelia to yield prompt endothelialization in situ.
The second step towards full endothelialization of devices is the investigation of endothelia
responses under pro-inflammatory signaling, expected in cardiovascular patients. Proinflammatory milieu, in conjunction with high magnitudes of wall shear stress, could
potentially compromise endothelial integrity and survival. In the 3rd part of this thesis, we deal
with this underlying danger by challenging human endothelial monolayers with the proinflammatory factor TNF-α under realistic hemodynamic conditions. Moreover, we
demonstrate that the simple contact between endothelial cells and an optimized surface
geometry can inhibit NF-kB activation downstream of TNF-α, yielding eventually increased
stability of cell-to-cell junctions and focal adhesions. Importantly, the suggested topographic
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modifications can be implemented on a range of artificial substrates, enabling their
endothelialization under the expected device operational conditions.
Endothelial cell function under physiological flow conditions has been the scope of
extensive research the past years. Information is incomplete, however, regarding the
responses of confluent endothelia under supraphysiological wall shear stresses. The last part
of this thesis investigates a differential response of the endothelium under these conditions.
Supraphysiological magnitudes of wall shear stress, drive human endothelia monolayers to a
stable perpendicular to the flow orientation. Importantly, this observation finds a common
physiological reference to the valvular endothelial cells, which also exhibit a vertical to the
flow phenotype. Pre-aligning endothelia with physiological levels of wall shear stress, and
then exposing them to supraphysiological WSS magnitude, leads the endothelium to an
unstable state, obtaining a random phenotype. This isotropic orientation decreases the
resistance of endothelial cells to supraphysiological wall shear stress and results in loss of
endothelium connectivity. Last, we report on the temporal evolution of the traction force
fingerprint during endothelial phenotypic alteration. In particular, we utilize a traction force
microscopy platform, previously developed from researchers in our laboratory.
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SOMMARIO
L’insufficienza cardiaca è una condizione patologica in cui il cuore non è in grado di
fornire il flusso di sangue adeguato rispetto all'effettiva richiesta dell'organismo. Ad oggi, il
trattamento più efficace è il trapianto di cuore, tuttavia la disponibilità di donatori sani è
limitata. Di conseguenza il numero di pazienti in lista d’attesa per il trapianto cardiaco
aumenta ogni anno. Recentemente è stata sviluppata una soluzione artificiale alternativa che
prevede l’impianto di un dispositivo di assistenza ventricolare, per offrire una terapia-ponte ai
pazienti candidati al trapianto di cuore.
Il dispositivo di assistenza ventricolare o VAD, è un apparato elettromeccanico
impiantabile utilizzato nell'assistenza dell'insufficienza cardiaca. L’impianto dell’apparato,
tuttavia, registra un basso tasso di sopravvivenza dei pazienti, la cui causa principale va
ascritta alle gravi complicanze tromboemboliche che, a loro volta, portano al
malfunzionamento del VAD e alla conseguente morte del paziente. Questi effetti collaterali,
dovuti al contatto diretto tra il sangue e il materiale sintetico del VAD, devono essere tenuti
sotto controllo da continue e massicce terapie anticoagulanti. La copertura della superficie
luminale del dispositivo con un’interfaccia totalmente emocompatibile preverrebbe la
coagulazione e al contempo aumenterebbe la possibilità di sopravvivenza del paziente e ne
migliorerebbe la qualità della vita. Inoltre, una superficie emocompatibile renderebbe
l’utilizzo del VAD una terapia definitiva e non temporanea. A questo scopo, la protezione
ottimale potrebbe essere l’utilizzo di uno strato di cellule endoteliali autologhe, l’interfaccia
naturale tra il sangue e i tessuti, che si ottiene attraverso un processo chiamato
endotelizzazione.
Il progetto portato avanti dallo Zurich Heart ha come obiettivi il perfezionamento dei VAD
attualmente disponibili nella pratica clinica (modificazione del sistema) e lo sviluppo di nuove
concezioni di VAD (sistemi alternativi). Questo lavori di tesi si colloca nella modificazione
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del

sistema.L’obiettivo

a

lungo

termine

è

sviluppare

un

VAD

completamente

emocompatibile. Quindi, pensiamo di creare e far durare un endotelio funzionale nella
superficie luminale del dispositivo. La realizzazione di questo obiettivo però richiede di
affrontare e superare le difficoltà associate all’endotelizzazione degli apparati. Nella prima
parte di questa tesi si identificano e si discutono questi problemi. Nei due capitoli successivi si
introducono le strategie, utilizzando una progettazione razionale di topografie di superficie
per aumentare la ritenzione delle cellule endoteliali in condizioni emodinamiche realistiche.
Nell’ultimo capitolo si analizzano le risposte funzionali dell’endotelio umano sottoposto a
livelli di wall shear stress sopra-fisiologici.
Per quanto riguarda l’applicazione clinica di questi dispositivi cardiovascolari, la scarsità
di fonti di cellule rappresenta uno scenario potenzialmente catastrofico. Di conseguenza è
necessario lo sviluppo di superfici ingegnerizzate in grado di raggiungere una completa
endotelizzazione e al tempo stesso di ridurre al minimo il numero di cellule da utilizzare.
L’endotelizzazione stabile è il risultato dell’interazione fra le cellule endoteliali, il wall shear
stress generato dal flusso sanguigno e la topografia del substrato su cui si trovano le cellule.
Nella seconda parte di questa tesi si presenta e si convalida una nuova strategia basata
sull’utilizzo di topografie di superficie ottimizzate in combinazione con cellule endoteliali
seminate in zone limitate. Utilizzando questo approccio, in cui circa metà del substrato è
ricoperto da cellule endoteliali, il tempo di raggiungimento di una endotelizzazione completa
è praticamente dimezzato rispetto a quello di un substrato non strutturato. Questi risultati
presentano un nuovo approccio per l’endotelizzazione dei dispositivi cardiovascolari
caratterizzato da una semina parziale di cellule endoteliali prima dell’impianto e che sfrutta le
potenzialità di wound healing dell’endotelio per ottenere una rapida endotelizzazione in situ.
Il secondo passo verso una endotelizzazione completa dei dispositivi cardiovascolari è dato
dallo studio delle risposte dell’endotelio sottoposto agli stimoli pro-infiammatori che
caratterizzano i pazienti con patologie cardiovasvcolari. L’ambiente pro-infiammatorio
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associato ad alti livelli di wall shear stress potrebbe potenzialmente compromettere l’integrità
e la sopravvivenza dell’endotelio. Nella terza parte di questa tesi si affronta questo aspetto
stimolando i monostrati di cellule endoteliali di origine umana in condizioni emodinamiche
realistiche con il fattore pro-infiammatorio TNF-α. I risultati ottenuti dimostrano che il
contatto tra le cellule endoteliali e una superficie con una topografia ottimizzata è sufficiente a
inibire l’attivazione del fattore trascrizionale NF-kB a valle della stimolazione del TNF-α,
aumentando inoltre la stabilità delle giunzioni cellula-cellula e delle adesioni focali con il
substrato. Cosa più importante, le nuove topografie presentate in questo lavoro di tesi si
possono applicare su una vasta gamma di substrati artificiali diversi, permettendone
l’endotelizzazione nelle condizioni di utilizzo previste del dispositivo.
La risposta funzionale delle cellule endoteliali sottoposte a condizioni di flusso fisiologico
è stata studiata in maniera approfondita negli ultimi anni. Tuttavia, le informazioni delle
risposte di un endotelio confluente in condizioni di wall shear stress sopra-fisiologico sono
ancora incomplete. L’ultima parte di questo lavoro di tesi analizza le diverse risposte
funzionali dell’endotelio in queste condizioni. I livelli sopra-fisiologici di wall shear stress
orientano le cellule endoteliali nel monostrato in direzione perpendicolare rispetto a quella del
flusso. Questa osservazione in vitro trova riscontro in vivo nelle cellule endoteliali delle
valvole, caratterizzate da un orientamento perpendicolare alla direzione del flusso sanguigno.
Le cellule endoteliali sottoposte a un pre-allineamento parallelo alla direzione del flusso,
dovuto a livelli fisiologici di wall shear stress, e successivamente esposte a livelli soprafisiologici di wall shear stress, mostrano invece un orientamento casuale, indipendente dalla
direzione del flusso, dovuto a uno stato di instabilità. Questo orientamento isotropico riduce la
resistenza delle cellule endoteliali al flusso sopra-fisiologico e comporta una perdita di
connettività da parte dell’endotelio. In ultimo, si presenta l’evoluzione temporale della
distribuzione delle forze di trazione che si manifestano durante l’alterazione del fenotipo
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endoteliale. A questo scopo si utilizza una piattaforma di traction force microscopy
precedentemente sviluppata nel nostro laboratorio.
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1. Cardiovascular Diseases and Devices
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) constitute the most common cause of death today (Figure
1A) with nearly 17.3 million deaths attributed to CVDs globally in 2013 (1) (Figure 1B).
Additionally, global burden studies suggest a monotonically increasing trend of casualties
associated with CVDs (2). Hence, now more than ever, it is critical to devise effective
strategies to cope with this growth. Current treatment involves the implantation of different
cardiovascular devices, with each device tailored against a specific type of CVD. However,
biomedical implants introduce multiple interfaces between artificial material and biological
compositions of the host, thus undermining device performance (3, 4). In this part of the
introduction, atherosclerosis and heart failure, two of the most common CVDs, are discussed,
along with shortcomings associated with their respective device integration and the common
basis leading to their malfunction.

Figure 1(A) Distribution of major causes of death worldwide (adapted from (1)). (B) Map of age-adjusted
death rates (ratio of deaths to the total population) attributable to CVDs for 2013. Death rate per 100,000
is depicted with different color coding (adapted from (2)).
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Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory condition where fatty substances and cells, usually
leukocytes (5), are deposited on the luminal surface of arteries, thus leading to the creation of
asymmetric focal thickenings, called atherosclerotic lesions (atheromata) (6). Atheromata
reduce the diameter of the vessel and restrict blood flow (7). This is usually treated surgically
through the deployment of a stent, a metal mesh tube, which is expanded to open the
constriction and reestablish physiological flow through the stenosed vessel (angioplasty and
stenting, Figure 2A). Stent placement, however, damages the vessel walls, inducing
denudation of cells lining the luminal surface: the endothelium (Figure 2A). Moreover, poor
coverage of the stent struts by endothelial cells, exposes the artificial material to blood flow
and the direct contact between blood and implant triggers blood coagulation (8), which in turn
leads to biomedical implant failure (9, 10).
Heart failure is the outcome of other pre-existing conditions, which over the course of time
damage or weaken the heart (11). As a result, the heart is unable to adequately pump blood
and meet the needs of vital organs (7). In end-stage heart failure , the standard treatment is
heart transplantation. However, the number of patients on the heart transplant waiting list is
surging (12), with recent studies reporting a median waiting time of 180 days (13).
Furthermore, it has been reported that long delays in heart transplantation increase the risk of
transplant failure (14). Thus, heart transplantation is no longer a robust, effective and certain
remedy against HF.
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Figure 2 (A) A coronary stent placed by percutaneous coronary intervention (adapted from (15)). (B) A
compact centrifugal-flow left ventricular assist device (LVAD) with an integrated inflow canula designed
for intrapericardial placement. The device incorporates a bearinglgess design with magnetic and
hydrodynamic levitation of the internal impeller (partially adapted from (16))

Ventricular assist devices (VADs), initially developed as a temporary solution to bridge the
period between diagnosis and heart transplantation, are electromechanical devices that assist
cardiac circulation. They either partially or completely replace the function of a failing heart,
Figure 2B shows an example of a fully implantable centrifugal-flow left ventricular assist
device (17). VAD implantation, however, is accompanied with adverse post-operational
events, which act in parallel and deteriorate patient health (18). The main issue is the same as
in the case of stent restenosis: direct contact of blood with artificial material, which in turn,
activates the hematopoietic cascade and creates thrombi, leading to thromboembolism (19,
20). For this reason, physicians administer heavy anticoagulation treatment to the patients,
which increases the risk of hemorrhagic strokes (21). Therefore, improving survivability of
VAD recipients, and thus allowing VADs to be used as a destination therapy, rather than a
temporary solution, necessitates the enhancement of VAD hemocompatibility.
23

The abovementioned cardiovascular devices constitute different ways to hamper
detrimental effects caused by CVDs. Although they are designed to treat different types of
CVDs, the root of malfunction is the same: creation of multiple interfaces between artificial
material and biological components of the host, both underpinning device malfunction and
life-threatening situations for the recipients. In both cases, obviating the contact between
blood and foreign surface can render the device biocompatible and diminish integration
issues. To this end, the most encouraging approach, to enhance hemocompatibility, involves
coating the implant’s luminal surface with an autologous endothelium (endothelialization).
The thesis at hand explores and tackles critical challenges associated with this goal.

2.2. The Zurich Heart Project
The Zurich Heart Project (22, 23) is a multidisciplinary and inter-institutional cooperation
between the University of Zurich (UZH), the University Hospital Zurich (USZ), the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) Zurich and the German Heart Center Berlin (DHZB).
The consortium aims to develop technologies to improve existing VADs and research
alternative concepts of VAD design. In particular, Zurich Heart is divided in two parallel
tracks, the System Modification track and the Alternative Systems track (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Organogram of the Zurich Heart consortium.
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2.2.1. Vision and scope of the thesis
The present thesis was conducted under the umbrella of the Zurich Heart project, aligned
to the System Modification track (Figure 3, left), with the primary focus to improve the
hemocompatibility of VADs. The long term vision is to generate and maintain an autologous
endothelial layer at the luminal surface of the device, protecting the interface between blood
and artificial material. This will render the VAD fully hemocompatible, reducing both
thrombi formation as well as the need for intensive and continuous anticoagulation treatment
to the patient. Successful coverage of the VAD with an endothelium, however, is associated
with obstacles, such as clinical integration, unfavorable operational conditions and selection
of materials (all discussed in Chapter 2.4). The scope of this thesis is to devise effective
strategies to overcome them. On top of that, similar difficulties on material endothelialization
exist in other biomedical implants in contact with blood (24). Hence, the results that will be
presented in this thesis (Chapter 3, 4 and 5), although destined for application on VADs,
could be potentially applied to other types of cardiovascular devices as well.

2.3. Endothelialization of artificial substrates
2.3.1. Endothelium function and disease
Endothelial cells (ECs) line the luminal surface of blood vessels, forming a single layer of
cells, the endothelium (25). ECs separate blood from underlying tissues and control processes
such as homeostasis and penetration of cells and solutes in and out of the vessel wall (25).
Under physiological conditions, they provide a non-thrombogenic interface, thus hindering
thrombosis at sites of creation. Moreover, ECs assist with more complex processes such as
fibrinolysis (26), which prevents blood clots from growing and becoming problematic (27).
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Wall shear stress created by the frictional drag exerted by blood flow acting on the luminal
surface of the endothelium plays a fundamental role on EC phenotype, function and
expression of genes (28). ECs lining segments of blood vessels, where flow is unidirectional,
are spindle-shaped and align their long axis parallel to the direction of blood flow (29).
Moreover, unidirectional shear stress flow stimulates and controls the antithrombotic activity
of ECs by upregulating certain genes involved in inhibition of platelet aggregation (30).Under
physiological conditions, ECs prevent thrombosis by means of anticoagulant and antiplatelet
mechanisms (31). In the quiescent state, ECs maintain blood viscosity by promoting the
activity of anticoagulant pathways, to act as a brake on the coagulation cascade (32).
Additionally, the EC surface is rich in heparin-like sulphated glycosaminoglycan molecules
that bind and activate anti-thrombin – the main inhibitor of thrombin (31). Furthermore,
endothelium-derived nitric oxide (NO) – being produced from the endothelial nitric oxide
synthase (eNOS) (33) – and prostacyclin (PGI2) inhibit further platelet function (34).
Deviation from physiological hemodynamic conditions induces endothelial dysfunction by
adversely modulating EC signaling and gene expression as well as contributes to the
development of vascular pathologies (Figure 4). Regions where blood flow is locally
disturbed, known as atheroprone regions, yield a differential EC morphology with round
shape and random alignment (35). In such sections, ECs upregulate pro-inflammatory genes
(36) and transcription factors, such as nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB), initiating local
inflammatory response (Figure 4). Expression of adhesion molecules such as intercellular
adhesion molecule-I (ICAM-1), vascular cell adhesion molecule-I (VCAM-1), E-selectin and
P-selectin, is also enhanced, which constitutes the hallmark of endothelial inflammation (37).
This starts a complex pathogenic sequence involving the selective recruitment of circulating
monocytes, platelets and erythrocytes, that bind to the adhesion molecules expressed from the
ECs (38). Stockpiling of circulating cells eventually restricts blood flow and sustains the local
inflammatory response (39). During this process, activated endothelium and macrophages
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secrete multiple chemokines (interleukines (IL-1, IL-6, IL-8), tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α),
interferon-γ (IFN-γ)), perpetuating the inflammation (40). Importantly, circulating cytokines
interact with cellular receptors and activate signaling pathways associated with inflammation
(NF-kB, JAK-STAT), affecting adhesion, permeability and apoptosis of cells (41).

Figure 4 Endothelial proinflammatory activation. In lesion-prone regions of the arterial vasculature, the
release of proinflammatory cytokines (eg, interleukin (IL-1), tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and endotoxin)
as well as stimulation by disturbed blood flow, leads to endothelial activation. These biochemical and
biomechanical stimuli signal predominantly via the transcription factor NF-κB, resulting in a coordinated
program of genetic regulation within the endothelial cell. This includes the expression of cell surface
adhesion molecules (eg, VCAM-1), and membrane-associated chemokines. These foster the selective
recruitment of monocytes and various types of T lymphocytes. The responses of activated endothelial cells,
smooth muscle cells, monocyte/macrophages, and lymphocytes result in the production of cytokines, which
perpetuate a chronic proinflammatory state. IL-R, TNF-R indicates receptor(s) for IL-1, TNF, adapted
from (42).

2.3.2. Strategies for endothelialization and surface topography
The quest to effectively endothelialize cardiovascular devices has been the focus of
intensive research, albeit with little success (43). Various studies have used chemical, physical
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or biological functionalization of surfaces in order to enhance in vitro EC adhesion,
proliferation and survival (44, 45). Importantly, although wall shear stress is a physical
regulator of endothelial function (Chapter 2.3.1), only few of these studies reproduced flow
conditions expected to occur at the implant surface (46), leading to unsatisfactory results
when such methods were tested in clinical trials (47, 48). Alternative solutions attempt to
promote endothelialization of the bare implant upon deployment. With this strategy, a
successful endothelialization in situ is pursued by fostering the anchorage, adhesion and
proliferation of circulating progenitor endothelial cells (49). However, the complex
hemodynamic environment present on the luminal surface of devices, represents a serious
challenge on the way to successful implementation of this approach (50).
An encouraging alternative to assist endothelialization of artificial materials is microscale
structuring of interfaces with rationally designed surface modifications. Microscale features
are able to interfere with cellular machineries (51) and in most cases, the effect of topography
is applied through the physical modulation of adaptor protein recruitment and focal adhesion
maturation (41, 52). Direct surface structuring of interfaces has the advantage of null
biochemical modification, passiveness, scalability and the ability to be precisely applied to
regions of the device where endothelialization is needed and possible. Lastly, structuring
approaches may easily be adapted to materials that comprise cardiovascular devices (53).
Based on the above, surface engineering modification is the powerful tool utilized in this
thesis, to tackle device integration challenges, discussed in the next chapter (Chapter 2.4).

2.4. Important challenges and solutions associated with VAD integration
There is a significant gap between endothelialization strategies developed in the
laboratory and their translation to clinics. Successfully endothelializing an implantable device
requires identification of potential risks and future bottlenecks (54). First, plausible
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shortcomings, associated with clinical application, demand identification and strategies to
tackle them should be developed. Second, engineering challenges such as operational
conditions, selection of materials and final device design need to be addressed.
2.4.1. Clinical application
Endothelialization experiments conducted in vitro usually use commercially available cell
lines or primary cells. However, realizing the vision of coating a cardiovascular device with
an autologous endothelium is tightly bonded to the donor’s/patient’s cells condition and
availability. A sufficient number of autologous ECs must be derived from the patient, to allow
total or at least partial coverage of the target surface, within the shortest possible period of
time, before implantation. Moreover, the fact that those cells are derived from a patient with a
cardiovascular disease should not be neglected (55-57). Based on these constraints, realistic
candidates are ECs harvested from the Vena Saphena (58), progenitor ECs, normally
circulating in the blood stream (59), or ECs from adipose tissue (60). Nevertheless, the
quantity of harvested ECs will always be a stochastic and difficult to predict parameter (61,
62). Hence, the foreseen issue of autologous EC paucity is a shortcoming that requires
solution, before clinical integration.
The 2nd part of this thesis (Chapter 3), elaborates such countermeasure. A new approach for
the in situ endothelialization of cardiovascular devices under operation is introduced. The
scheme is based on utilizing mesostructured stencils to generate arrays of confined endothelial
monolayers. These islands with ECs are coupled with topographic modification of the
substrate featuring microgratings. Upon release of the confinement, ECs spontaneously
migrate to cover the open space while being supported by substrate topographies, designed to
locally maximize cell migration velocity and adhesion to the substrate.
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2.4.2. Operational conditions
Cardiovascular device operation gives rise to non-physiological conditions that ECs will
experience. Previous work performed at the Laboratory of Thermodynamics in Emerging
Technologies (LTNT) lead to a gain in knowledge of the effects of surface topography on EC
biology under static and physiological conditions (52, 63). However, the flow field generated
by the rotor in the VAD produces, WSS values surpassing the physiological levels. Recent
work from LTNT showed that rationally designed surface topographies featuring
microgratings can support EC survival, maintaining monolayer connectivity, under
supraphysiological WSS (64).
The above provides an encouraging result towards full endothelialization of cardiovascular
devices. However, the device will not operate in a healthy environment, similar to the one
existing in vitro. Quite the contrary, the VAD will be implanted in a cardiovascular patient
where pro-inflammatory signaling is present (65), affecting both endothelial integrity and
function (35). Such pro-inflammatory milieu can be reproduced in vitro by utilizing
pharmacological treatment with a specific concentration of cytokines, usually found in
patients with chronic heart failure (66). Therefore, the hypothesis that topography can support
EC survival under the combined environment of supraphysiological wall shear stress and proinflammatory signaling needs to be tested.
The 3rd part of this thesis (Chapter 4) deals with this hypothesis. We report and discuss
new findings on the effect of oriented topographies in preserving endothelial integrity upon
activation with pro-inflammatory insult. Endothelialization of synthetic substrates is
challenged through a combination of pharmacological treatment, with circulating TNF-α, and
flow-generated supraphysiological wall shear stress. Our results demonstrate a strong
protective and anti-inflammatory effect of gratings upon substrate endothelialization under a
range of wall shear stress conditions, expected on the luminal surface of the device.
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Endothelial cell function under physiological flow conditions has been the scope of
extensive research the past years. Information is incomplete, however, regarding the
responses of confluent endothelia under supraphysiological wall shear stresses. In the last part
(Chapter 5), we report a differential collective behavior of human endothelia where the
monolayer adopts an unconventional, stable, organization upon exposure to supraphysiological flow, and orients perpendicular to the flow. Pre-alignment of the endothelium
with physiological wall shear stress, and consecutive exposure to supraphysiological wall
shear stress does not yield a perpendicular state, albeit random. Moreover, utilizing a platform
to experimentally assess the traction forces exerted from ECs on the substrate, previously
developed at LTNT (67), we report on the EC traction force fingerprint and intercellular
stresses (68) under these supraphysiological conditions.
2.4.3. Device materials and design
The intrinsic properties of selected artificial materials that comprise cardiovascular devices
play a key role on the efficacy of the treatment (69). Additionally, device materials need to
smoothly interact with different biological compositions (i.e. blood, tissue, bone).
Consequently, they must offer optimum conditions both on their luminal surface, in contact
with blood or ECs in the case of endothelialization, as well as their outer surface, in contact
with tissue. Accordingly, technological and scientific challenges arise in order to optimize
materials and interfaces, and assure optimum coupling with the complex biological
environment of the host. Hence, a strategic combination of different materials is required to
produce favorable performance on the different interfaces. Consequently, the developed
endothelialization strategies should be readily applied to a broad spectrum of device materials.
Contact of the outer surface of the device with surrounding tissue, cannot be resolved with
endothelialization, therefore, alternative measures are required. Foreign material in contact
with tissue activates an almost no-return point in the cascade towards formation of fibrosis
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(70). In this scenario, the incapability of the human organism to degrade the material could be
particularly advantageous. Along this direction, a solution has been introduced from LTNT in
previous work, where surface microstructured biosynthesized cellulose is used to form a
cloaking layer for a medical device and control the interaction with cells of the hosting tissue
(71, 72).
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3. ENDOTHELIALIZATION OF RATIONALLY MICROTEXTURED
SURFACES WITH MINIMAL CELL SEEDING UNDER FLOW

This chapter has been published as:
Georgios Stefopoulos, Francesco Robotti, Volkmar Falk, Dimos Poulikakos and Aldo Ferrari,
Endothelialization of rationally microtextured surfaces with minimal cell seeding under
flow., Small, 12:4113-4126, doi:10.1002/smll.201503959

3.1. Abstract
The generation of a confluent and functional endothelium at the luminal surface of
cardiovascular devices represents the ideal solution to avoid contact between blood and
synthetic materials thus allowing the long-term body integration of the implants. Due to the
foreseen paucity of source cells in cardiovascular patients, surface engineering strategies to
achieve full endothelialization, while minimizing the amount of endothelial cells required to
seed the surface leading to prompt and full coverage with an endothelium are necessary. A
stable endothelialization is the result of the interplay between endothelial cells, the flowgenerated walls shear stress and the substrate topography. Here a novel strategy is designed
and validated based on the use of engineered surface textures combined with confined islands
of seeded endothelial cells. Upon release of the confinement, the cell island populations are
able to migrate on the texture and merge under physiological flow conditions to promptly
generate a fully connected endothelium. The interaction between endothelial cells and surface
textures supports the process of endothelialization through the stabilization of cell-to-substrate
adhesions and cell-to-cell junctions. We show that with this approach, when ≈50% of a
textured surface is initially covered with cell seeding, the time to full endothelialization
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compared to an untextured surface is almost halved, underpinning the viability and
effectiveness of the method for the quick and stable coverage of cardiovascular implants.

3.2. Introduction
The direct contact between blood and the artificial materials comprising cardiovascular
devices is at the origin of serious adverse events, which include stenosis, hemolysis and
thrombosis (73-75). Despite significant progress in the architectural design of implants,
ranging from stents to ventricular assist devices, and in the choice of their polymeric and
metallic components, the frequency of implant-related complications is still exceedingly high
and requires intensive and life-long preventive treatments (76-78).
It is now well recognized that the ideal solution for the integration of cardiovascular
devices is represented by the endothelialization of their luminal surface to avoid any
interaction between blood and the synthetic components of the implant (79). The complete
and stable coverage by a differentiated and functional endothelial tissue may be obtained prior
to implantation using autologous endothelial cells (ECs) (80). Researchers envision that this
approach will deploy a bionic device featuring a luminal surface fully populated by a living
endothelial monolayer (81). Yet, the application of this strategy is critically limited by the
paucity of viable ECs that can be harvested from cardiovascular patients and by the long
preparation times, which significantly delay the implantation (61, 62, 82). Alternative
solutions attempt to bypass these shortcomings by promoting the endothelialization of the
bare implant upon deployment (83). With this approach, a successful endothelialization in situ
is sought by fostering the anchorage, adhesion, and proliferation of circulating endothelial
progenitor cells (83-86). However, the complex hemodynamic environment at the luminal
surface of cardiovascular devices represents a serious challenge on the way to successful
implementation (87, 88).
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Most of the reported endothelialization strategies are based on the chemical and/or
biological functionalization of the implant to specifically enhance cell adhesion. Importantly,
although flow-mediated wall shear stress (WSS) is a fundamental physical regulator of
endothelial function, only few of these studies included the testing of endothelialization under
flow conditions reproducing the expected hemodynamic forces at the implant luminal surface
(89-93). The substrate topography represents an independent physical parameter, which
physiologically contributes to establish and preserve the endothelial function (76, 94, 95).
Topographic features in the micro- and nanoscale directly interfere with the cell machineries
mediating the adhesion to the substrate or to neighbouring cells (51, 76, 96). Specifically,
nanoscale topographies (e.g. nanodimples (97), nanofibers (98), and nanopillars (99))
modulate the dynamics of cell protrusion (i.e. filopodia (100)), the establishment of initial
adhesions and their interaction with structural components of the cell cytoskeleton (51). They
have therefore been used to promote or demote the spreading of various cell types on target
substrates (101). Topographical features in the microscale similarly interfere with the
establishment and maturation of focal adhesions and have been applied to control complex
cellular functions like spreading, polarization and directional migration. In particular,
microgratings were shown to restrict the direction of cell migration and orient cell elongation
upon spreading (52). Based on this knowledge, libraries of surface geometries specifically
supporting individual ECs functions were developed. In particular, anisotropic topographies
with lateral and vertical feature size of 1 μm were applied to foster and reinforce EC adhesion
to the substrate and directional migration (51, 52, 63, 64). Similar topographies were
demonstrated to interact with WSS in confluent endothelial monolayers and demote the
phosphorylation of vascular endothelial-(VE)-cadherin thus stabilizing the cell-to-cell
junctions (102). This mechanism enabled the healing of large wounds by supporting the
coherent migration of ECs at the wound edges (63). Moreover, the rational geometric
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structuring of the surface proved sufficient to yield the stable endothelialization of polymeric
substrates under physiological and supraphysiological flow (64, 102).
Connected endothelia spontaneously activate coherent cell migration when exposed to the
open space created by a wound (63, 103, 104). In static conditions the two opposite wound
edges symmetrically contribute to closure by advancing with equal velocity (63). When this
process is to be performed under a unidirectional flow field the healing dynamics becomes
strongly dependent on the mutual orientation of the wound and the flow. In particular, for
perpendicularly oriented wounds, the upstream edge yields the highest migration velocity,
while the counter stream migration from the opposite edge (i.e. downstream edge) minimally
contributes to healing. For wounds oriented parallel to the flow, the two edges equally
contribute to healing, however with significantly reduced speed (63). In all cases, patterning
of the open space with gratings oriented perpendicularly to the wound supports edge
migration. This effect greatly enhances the wound healing potential of endothelia as compared
to monolayers grown on identical, flat substrates (63).
Here, we introduce a new approach for the endothelialization of cardiovascular devices
under flow based on topographical modification, targeting rapid full endothelial coverage,
while starting from localized and incomplete cell seeding, thus significantly reducing the
requirement of initial cell harvesting. Using meso-structured stencils we generate arrays of
semicircular, confined endothelial monolayer segments, having the potential to migrate and
merge on the textured uncovered surface areas, thus covering the entire target surface upon
release of the confinement. The geometry of the confined monolayers and their mutual
positioning were selected based on the following criteria: (i) ease of production, (ii)
scalability to yield a range of initial cell coverage patterns, and (iii) high ratio between the
length of the upstream and downstream edges to exploit cell migration along the direction of
flow. According to this rationale, the full coverage of the open space was supported by
substrate topographies (textures) which locally maximized cell migration velocity and
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substrate adhesion through gratings aligned perpendicularly to the migrating front (63). Using
a custom developed flow bioreactor, we demonstrate that this strategy yields a prompt and
complete endothelialization starting from an initial coverage of less than half of the target
surface.

3.3. Materials and Methods
3.3.1. Substrate fabrication
Gratings with depth, ridge width and pitch of 1 μm were imprinted on 180 μm thick cyclic
olefin copolymer (COC) foils (Ibidi, Germany) using nano-imprint lithography (NIL) as
previously reported (52, 105). Before usage, the substrates were treated with plasma (100 W
for 30 seconds, 1 ± 0.2 mbar) to increase hydrophilicity and were coated with gelatin to
promote cell adhesion.
3.3.2. MicroStencil fabrication
The microStencils were cut using a Laser cutter (Epilog Legend 36EXT) for rapid
prototyping from a flat 2 mm thick Sylgard 184 (1:10 mixing ratio) substrate. After the laser
cutting process, the stencils were sterilized for 48 h with 70% ethanol in DI water, followed
by dehydration for 8 h at 60oC in order to evaporate the ethanol absorbed by the PDMS. The
stencils were then first rinsed with 70% ethanol for 8 h and then with PBS for 8 h. The sterile
microStencils were then stored at 4oC until usage. Before use, stencils were further treated
with UV light for 15 min. The actual dimensions of the microStencils in comparison to the
designed values are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1 Design and manufactured dimensions of the microStencils yielding initial coverage of 78%, 63%
or 43%, respectively. Comparison of design and manufactured values for a) covered area, b) well radius,
c) intra-line distance, and d) inter-line distance.

3.3.3. Cell culture
Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC; Invitrogen, USA) were grown in
medium 200PRF supplemented with fetal bovine serum 2% v/v, hydrocortisone 1 mg/ml,
human epidermal factor 10 ng/ml, basic fibroblast growth factor 3 ng/ml and heparin 10
mg/ml (all reagents from Invitrogen) and were maintained at 37oC and 5% CO2. All reported
experiments were performed using cells with less than seven passages in vitro. The substrates
were sterilized with 70% ethanol and rinsed three times with PBS before starting the coating
procedure. The substrates were then coated with gelatin (104070, Merck Millipore, USA)
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according to the protocol by Lampugnani et al. (106). The substrates were stored at 4oC until
the seeding of the cells.
3.3.4. Endothelialization under Flow
A custom-designed parallel plate flow chamber was used to apply a constant shear stress to
the cell patterns during the endothelialization process (63). The shear stress applied on the
cells can be expressed as a function of the channel dimensions (width, w and height, h),
medium properties (viscosity, μ) and volumetric flow rate (Q̇) using the analytical solution for
WSS in a rectangular channel: τ = 6Qμ/wh2.

While channel dimensions and medium

properties were fixed in our experimental setup (w = 20 mm, h= 0.3 ± 0.03 mm, μ = 8.4*104

Pa) the flow rate was controlled using a peristaltic roller pump (Model 66, Harvard

Apparatus) to apply WSS of 1.4 ± 0.2 Pa to endothelial cells. A custom-made compliance
element was inserted between the roller pump and the flow chamber to dampen flow
pulsation. The flow chamber was connected to the pump with Tygon Tubing (Saint-Gobain,
France) certified for low cytoxicity.
The microStencils were cut in rectangular pieces of 1.5x1.5 cm (Figure 5). Prior to cell
seeding in the apertures of the microStencils the correct orientation between stencil and
topography was validated by phase contrast microscopy. The cells were seeded in the
apertures of the microStencils and then incubated for 45 min to allow adhesion and spreading
(52). Cells were then labeled using a Dil Vybrant Solution (Invitrogen). The staining
technique did not affect cell behavior and did not induce any significant change in velocity of
migration in normal wound healing process (Figure 6). For the labelling, growth medium was
removed and replaced with 1 ml of medium supplemented with 3 μl of the dye. The cells were
then incubated for 35 min at 37oC and CO2 concentration of 5%. The staining solution was
subsequently replaced with complete growth medium and the microStencil was carefully
removed using tweezers. The seeding density was measured for each of the stencils (Figure
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7). Immediately after the removal of the stencil, the substrate with the patterned cell layers
was inserted in the flow chamber and a constant WSS of 1.4 ± 0.2 Pa was applied to the cells
until complete endothelialization.

Figure 5 Schematic representation of the procedure for placement of the microStencils on the substrates.
a) Flat or topographically modified substrates (blue), and b) total area of the PDMS microStencil (white).
The PDMS microStencil is placed on top of the substrate before the cell patterning.
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Figure 6 Dynamics of endothelial wound closure in control conditions and with Dil staining. The x-axis
reports the elapsed time of the wound healing experiment and the y-axis corresponds to the normalized
closure of the wound. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean.

Figure 7 Initial cell morphology in endothelial monolayers. (a) Cell density on flat or topographically
modified substrates with initial cell coverage of 43%, 63% or 78% and with flow or without (static). Error
bars depict the measured standard error of the mean. The total number of independent experiments
measured is equal to 38. (b) Distribution of VE-Cadherin (green) and nuclei (blue) on flat (left column) or
topographically-modified substrates (right column) with initial endothelial coverage of 43%. (c)
Corresponding quantification of cell area and (d) elongation. The total number of cells measured is 98 and
the number of independent experiments is 3. Error bars depict the measured standard error of the mean.
Significant differences between the population means are reported (*** for p<0.001)
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3.3.5. Antibodies
The following primary antibodies were used: goat anti-VEC (Vascular Endothelial
Cadherin; #6458) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (USA), mouse anti-vinculin (V9131)
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA) and rabbit anti-pY658-VEC (102). The secondary
antibodies were: donkey anti-goat–Alexa 488 (Invitrogen, A11055), donkey anti-mouseAlexa 488 (Invitrogen, A21202), chicken anti-rabbit-Alexa 647 (Invitrogen, A21443 ).
3.3.6. Immunostaining
At the end of the endothelialization experiments, HUVECs were fixed and permeabilized
for 10 min with 3% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and 0.5% Triton x-100 in PBS at room
temperature. The cells were then post-fixed with 3% PFA for 15 min. After washing the
samples three times for 5 min with PBS, they were incubated in 5% w/v bovine serum
albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in PBS for 2 h at room temperature. The samples were
incubated with goat anti-VEC primary antibody (Figure 13) overnight at 4oC. For the vinculin
staining (Figure 16) the samples were incubated with anti-vinculin primary antibody produced
in mouse (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), together with TRITC-phalloidin (Sigma, USA), overnight at
4oC. For the VE-Cadherin phosphorylation staining (Figure 17) the samples were incubated
with goat anti-VEC together with rabbit anti-pY658-VEC primary antibodies overnight at
4oC.
Subsequently, the samples were rinsed 2 times for 30 min with PBS and then 2 times for
30 min with 5% BSA in PBS. Then they were incubated with corresponding secondary
antibodies for 45 min at room temperature. Briefly, anti-goat-alexa-488, anti-mouse-alexa488 and anti-rabbit-alexa-647 were used. Finally, the samples were washed 4 times for 30 min
with PBS, post-fixed for 2 min in 3% PFA, mounted with DAPI-containing Vectashield
(Vector Labs Inc, USA) and immediately imaged.
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3.3.7. Cell Microscopy
The dynamics of endothelialization was monitored using an inverted Nikon-Ti wide-field
microscope (Nikon, Japan) equipped with an Orca R-2 CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics,
Japan) and an incubated chamber (Life Imaging Services, Switzerland). Both the flow
chamber and the medium reservoir were maintained at a controlled temperature of 37 oC and
CO2 concentration of 5%. Images were collected with a 10X, 0.3 NA long-distance objective
(Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan). The time-lapse experiment was set to routinely collect images in
the TRITC channel from multiple positions with a time resolution of 30 or 45 min. Using the
large image function (NIS Elements, Nikon, Japan) an area greater than the field of view was
imaged (depending on the different experiment) for each set position. At the end of the
experiments, the resulting time-lapses for each set position were converted into individual 16
bit images for analysis.
Immunostained samples were imaged using an inverted Nikon-Ti wide-field microscope
with a 40x, 1.3 NA oil immersion objective (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan) or a 60x, 1.40 NA oil
immersion objective (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan) for the imaging of vinculin. Fluorescent
images were collected using a FITC filter for VEC and Vinculin, a TRITC filter for the actin
filaments, a Cy5 filter for pY-VEC and a DAPI filter for the cell nuclei.
3.3.8. Image Analysis
Cell density was measured using the “Cell Counter” tool of ImageJ (National Institutes of
Health, USA). To evaluate the monolayer integrity we used the connectivity index (CI) (64).
In brief, CI values close to 1 indicate a monolayer with preserved cell to cell junctions (i.e.
fluorescent signal revealing the distribution of VEC peaks at the cell membrane) while values
close to zero indicate a diffuse VEC signal in the cytoplasm, typical of cells with
disassembled or immature cell-to-cell junctions (106). For the evaluation of cell elongation
(Figure 7), the ellipsoidal fit function of ImageJ was used to calculate the ratio between the
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minor and the major axis of the fitted ellipse. Elongation values range between 0 and 1, where
1 corresponds to a circle (no elongation) and 0 to a line (maximal elongation).
Additionally, a functional threshold defining differentiated endothelia was measured
comparing long confluent endothelial monolayers to recently confluent ones. The CI is
reduced to 0.6 in recently confluent endothelia (64).
From each image stack the colocalized pixels were visualized using the colocalization
section of Imaris (Bitplane, Switzerland). During the analysis, threshold values were imposed
for both the green and the red channels, calculated based on the algorithm from Costes et al.
(107).
3.3.9. Analysis of Endothelialization under Flow
After the acquisition of the time-lapse images, a background subtraction routine was
applied using ImageJ (National Institute of Health, USA), which was based on the rolling ball
algorithm (108). The rolling ball radius was set to 25 px. Thus, the background of each movie
was computed and then subtracted from each individual image. A median filter was
additionally applied to reduce random noise. In order to have the same field of view, videos of
the same stencil, were cropped using the “Rectangular” selection and then the “Crop” tools of
ImageJ. The open space profile was obtained using the “Freehand Line” and the
“Measurements” tools of ImageJ. In order to compute the respective surface coverage
Equation 1 was used.

Coverage (t i ) = (

AFOV − Ati
) ∗ 100
AFOV

(1)

Where AFOV corresponds to the total field of view area and Ati corresponds to the open
space area at the ith time lapse image.
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3.3.10. PIV analysis
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was used to analyze the cell migration (Figure 15)
dynamics from images taken with T = 45 min. For the PIV analysis all gray scale images
were converted to binary applying the Intermodes auto thresholding algorithm to the entire
time lapse. After the segmentation all the structures featuring a size smaller than 4 px were
removed in order to reduce the artifacts and only detect cell migration. The PIVlab software
package of Matlab was used for the computation of migration field velocity. An initial
interrogation area of 400x400 px2 (260x260 μm2) was used followed by two consecutive
refinements of 200x200 or 130x130 μm2 and 100x100 px2 or 65x65 μm2, respectively to
increase the resolution of the computed vector field.
3.3.11. Statistical Analysis
Statistical comparison of population means was performed using a non-parametric Mann–
Whitney U test ( = 0.05) or Kolmogorov Smirnov test (Figure 8). All quantitative
measurements reported are expressed as average values ± the standard error of the mean. The
total number of events counted is shown in the upper or lower right hand corner of the
presented graphs. The analysis was always based on three or more independent experiments.
For box plots the size depicts the measured standard error of the mean and the whiskers depict
the 5% and 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8 Schematic representation of statistical null hypothesis testing. From each independent
experiment all the different open areas are measured. The sample mean is computed and then all the
means of the independent experiments are collected. For the statistical null hypothesis testing the means of
each independent experiment were taken into account.

Results
3.3.12. Strategic EC Seeding in Confined Endothelia
We aimed at defining a strategy to maximize the efficiency of endothelialization under
flow while minimizing the number of ECs initially required. Our approach exploited the
wound healing potential of confluent endothelial monolayers coupled with the contact
guidance effect of surface topography (52, 63).
The initial EC seeding was obtained using rationally-designed microStencils on a 2 mm
thick layer of PDMS (Figure 9). The microStencils were carefully positioned on the target
surface in order to generate semicircular wells (Figure 9a). In particular, three configurations
were used yielding variable well radius and interwell distance (Table 1). ECs seeded at high
density in the wells formed an array of identically oriented semicircular monolayers featuring
a straight radial edge and a curved circumferential edge (Figure 9a), which was /2 times
longer than the straight edge (Figure 9b). The use of microStencils with decreasing well
radius resulted in an overall initial endothelial coverage of 78, 63 or 43%, respectively (Figure
9). Upon removal of the microStencils, the edges of the monolayers were exposed to
uncovered regions created by the PDMS frame and were ready to initiate the process of
endothelialization by actively migrating to cover the open space. At this point the substrates
were mounted in a custom-designed bioreactor and subjected to a steady state flow yielding a
WSS of 1.4 Pa. In particular, the substrates were deployed to orient individual monolayers
with an upstream curved edge and a downstream straight edge (Figure 9).
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Figure 9 Experimental configuration. a) Graphical representation of a PDMS microStencil combined with
corresponding topographically modified substrate. b) Strategic seeding of ECs monolayers. The flow
direction is indicated by a blue arrow. Green and red lines depict the upstream curved edge and
downstream straight edge of the endothelial array, respectively. Geometries of the microStencils yielding
initial coverage of c) 78%, d) 63%, or e) 43%, respectively. All dimensions on the cartoon are in μm.

3.3.13. Rational Design of Surface Topography
In order to identify the effect of topography on the process of endothelialization under
flow, we compared unstructured flat substrates with biochemically identical ones featuring
microstructured gratings (Figure 10). The feature size of the gratings was designed in order to
maximize cell adhesion and migration, while their orientation was locally optimized to the
complex geometry of the monolayers and of the open space (51, 63, 64).
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Substrates with initial EC coverage of 78% featured two identical and semicircular
monolayers with straight edges spanning the entire substrate width and mutually arranged
such that the curved edge of the upstream monolayer contacted the straight edge of the
downstream one (Figure 9c). This configuration yielded two symmetrical open spaces at the
sides of each monolayer. A uniform alignment of the gratings along the direction of the flow
was implemented here. This configuration was designed to reinforce cell adhesion at the sites
of initial EC seeding and to promote cell migration on the open spaces by supporting the
coordinated advancement of cells in the direction of the flow at the curved edge and confining
the counterflow movement of cells from the straight edges (63, 64).
The same concept of topographic guidance was adapted for substrates with initial EC
coverage of 63 and 43%, respectively. In both cases the cell seeding yielded multiple
endothelia aligned in parallel rows (Figure 9 and Figure 10) where individual monolayers
were fully separated and generated a single, continuous open space patterned with
periodically repeated topography. Monolayers yielding substrates with initial coverage of
63% were additionally aligned along lines parallel to flow (Figure 9c) whereas a staggered
distribution of endothelia was designed for substrates with initial coverage of 43% to obtain a
homogenous coverage (Figure 10d).
The surface topography was designed to support endothelialization and featured two
distinct regions. In the first region (Region 1, R1, Figure 10c), gratings were oriented
perpendicular to the flow at the sites of initial cell seeding and along the open space between
them. This design aimed at promoting coordinated migration in the direction perpendicular to
the flow from the edges of adjacent monolayers in the same row (R1, Figure 10c and d).
Open spaces between parallel rows of ECs monolayers encompassed the entire substrate
and therefore required a different topographic patterning. Here, radially-oriented gratings
were implemented to support coordinated migration from the curved edges of the upstream
monolayers and counterflow migration from the straight edges of the downstream ones
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(Region 2, R2, Figure 10c and d). In particular, this design required the assembly of
juxtaposed topographic patches to structure the entire target surface. The orientation of
gratings at the borders between different patches is shown in the SEM micrographs in Figure
10c and 10d and was locally tailored to maximally support cell migration from the
monolayers’ edges. The orientation of radial gratings was further optimized to compensate for
the different geometry of open spaces generated by seeding substrates with initial EC
coverage of 63% or 43%, respectively.
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Figure 10 Design of surface topographies. a) Cartoon representing the elemental cell of substrates with
78% initial coverage where the black lines show a sketch of the substrate texture and b) SEM image of the
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corresponding topography. Cartoon representing the elemental cell of substrates featuring c) 63% or d)
43% initial coverage. Rectangular boxes define the region 1 (R1, red) and 2 (R2, yellow) and refer to
corresponding SEM images depicting the local topographies (I, II, III, IV). All dimensions on the cartoon
are in μm.

3.3.14. Guided Endothelialization Under Flow
Next, we measured the dynamics of endothelialization under flow for flat and
topographically-modified substrates with initial EC coverages of 78, 63 or 43% (Figure 11).
While substrates with gratings featured a larger surface area as compared to their flat
counterpart, adhering ECs showed similar spreading, therefore the same initial cell density
was achieved on all tested substrates (Figure 7). Interestingly, the surface topography had an
effect on cell shape with a significant elongation of cells adhering to gratings (Figure 7). EC
migration was followed using live fluorescent staining (Figure 6) and was captured in parallel
over multiple regions of the substrate. The time to endothelialization was defined as the time
from release of confinement to the full coverage of the target substrates.
In all tested cases, full endothelialization was achieved earlier on structured substrates than
on their unstructured, flat, counterparts. In particular, for substrates with initial EC coverage
of 78% a complete coverage was obtained after 35.1 ± 0.5 h on flat substrates and after 26.5 ±
0.9 h on topographically-modified ones, thus resulting in a 35% faster endothelialization
(Figure 11a and Supplementary Video 1). A similar enhancement was obtained on substrates
with initial coverage of 43% where the time to full endothelialization was reduced from 24.7
± 1.0 h on flat to 16.1 ± 0.7 h on the structured counterpart, yielding 53% faster
endothelialization (Figure 11e and Supplementary Video 2).
Importantly, flat substrates with initial coverage of 63% never reached full
endothelialization during the time of analysis (Figure 11c, Supplementary Video 3).
Endothelial monolayers cannot heal large wounds on flat substrates under flow (63). In fact,
both wounding and flow-mediated WSS trigger a post-translational modification of VEC
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which in turn destabilizes the cell-to-cell junctions leading to inefficient individual cell
migration into the open space (63, 102). Surface topography counteracts VEC
phosphorylation, thus stabilizing the cell-to-cell junctions and supporting a more efficient
collective cell migration upon wound healing. Consistently, full coverage was obtained on
topography, with an average time of 35 ± 0.8 h.
Altogether, these data clearly demonstrate that contact guidance enabled by substrate
topography significantly contributed to endothelialization. In particular, at the time when full
endothelialization was reached on topographically modified substrates, the flat counterparts
featured an average coverage of 80 ± 1%, 75% ± 5%, and 90 ± 1% for substrates with initial
coverage of 78, 63 or 43%, respectively (Figure 11b, d and f).
These results additionally provide important evidence that the efficiency of
endothelialization is not correlated to the initial EC coverage, thus indicating that the process
is primarily dependent on the geometry of the open space created by the initial cell seeding.
Note that, the ratio between the surface of the open space and the length of its interface with
the EC monolayers (defined as wetted perimeter, Figure 12) linearly correlates with the time
to full endothelialization (Figure 11g). Moreover, this geometrical parameter describes the
fraction of cells which are readily available to support endothelialization by migrating in the
open space. Consequently, these data support our initial hypothesis that efficient
endothelialization can be obtained from an initial coverage of 43% and that rational surface
topography significantly accelerates this process.
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Figure 11 Endothelialization time and coverage under physiological wall shear stress. Endothelialization
time for flat (FLAT) and topographically modified (TOP) substrates featuring initial endothelial coverage
of a) 78%, b) 63%, and c) 43%. Red marks indicate conditions in which endothelialization was not
achieved. The cartoons in the lower left corner of the graphs define the elemental region of the open space
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that was considered for the measure of endothelialization as a dashed black rectangle. Endothelial
coverage on flat substrates at the time of full endothelialization on corresponding topographically
modified substrates for initial coverages of d) 78%, e) 63%, and f) 43%, respectively. The elapsed time is
reported on the top left corner of the graphs. The population means are reported as a horizontal dashed
line in a box whose vertical length represents the double of the standard error of the mean. Whiskers
report the 5% and 95% percentiles of the confidence intervals. The number of analyzed time-lapse
sequences is reported in lower right corner as number n and the number of independent experiments is
reported as the number n’. Significant differences between the population means are indicated by
asterisks (* for p<0.05 and ** for p<0.01). Panels in the graph show inverted fluorescence micrographs of
the substrate showing the cell distribution. Regions defined by a red line highlight the uncovered open
space. The flow direction is indicated by a blue arrow. Scale bars correspond to 500 μm. g)
Endothelialization time as a function of the wetted wound perimeter for substrates with different initial
coverage. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 12 Definition of the wetted perimeter for substrates with different initial coverage. a) The hatched
area depicts the elemental cell for the open area created by microStencils yielding initial coverage of 63%.
The red solid line identifies the corresponding wetted perimeter i.e. the interface between the cell covered
region and the open space. b) Geometric descriptor of initial coverage. The x-axis corresponds to the
radius of individual wells for the different microStencils as defined by the corresponding cartoons. The yaxis reports the wetted hydraulic perimeter as defined by the equation reported in the graph. The values
of the geometrical descriptor as calculated for the different microStencils are identified by red circles in
the plot.

3.3.15. Qualification of Endothelial Coverage
The coverage of a target substrate by a confluent layer of ECs is a necessary, but not
sufficient, condition to attain the generation of a protective endothelium. The cell density and
more importantly the connectivity between cells in the monolayer are fundamental markers of
endothelial function.
To assess the density and the connectivity of the endothelial layer we studied the cell
nuclei and the localization of VEC after 20 h of endothelialization under flow (Figure 13). We
restricted this and the following analysis to substrates featuring an initial EC coverage of
43%. Here, we evaluated the quality of the monolayer in different regions and compared the
results obtained on flat and topographically-modified substrates. Specifically, this analysis
focused on the following areas of the initial open space: the region between two adjacent
monolayers within the same row where the edge of the monolayers grows perpendicular to the
flow (Perpendicular, Figure 13a), the central region between two adjacent monolayers
(Middle, Figure 13b), and the region between an upstream and a downstream monolayer
(Parallel, Figure 13c). The ECs were visibly better distributed and connected on
topographically-modified substrates than on the flat counterparts (Figure 13a-c). This
observation was supported by the quantification of cell density (Figure 13d) and monolayer
connectivity (Figure 13e). In all analyzed regions the density of ECs was well above threshold
(64) indicating that a sufficient coverage was obtained both on flat and topographically
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modified substrates (Figure 13d). Additionally, no significant variations were detected
between the density measured in the perpendicular and parallel regions, while a significant
increase of cell density was measured in the middle region of topographically-modified
substrates (Figure 13d). However, both the distribution of VEC (Figure 13a-c) and the
calculated connectivity index (Figure 13e) showed a dramatic difference between the two
substrates. Only in the parallel region could ECs form a sufficiently connected monolayer on
flat substrates, while in perpendicular, and particularly in the middle regions, the endothelia
were largely disconnected. A perfect connectivity was detected in all regions of the
topographically-modified substrates (Figure 13e). These data demonstrate that while surface
topography had some effect in supporting the population of the substrate, it critically
contributed to the establishment of endothelial function through the formation of an integral
monolayer of connected ECs.
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Figure 13 Connectivity of the endothelial monolayer. Distribution of VE-Cadherin (green) and nuclei
(blue) in the a) perpendicular, b) middle, and c) parallel regions of the open space (as depicted by the
corresponding cartoons) on flat (left column) or topographically modified substrates (right column) with
initial endothelial coverage of 43%. The flow direction is defined by a black arrow. Corresponding d) cell
density and e) connectivity index in the analyzed regions. A horizontal gray bar identifies the threshold
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values for functional endothelia. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean. The number of
measured cells is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’. Significant differences
between the population means are reported (* for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01 and *** for p<0.001)

3.3.16. Endothelialization Dynamics
In order to obtain a full map of the endothelialization dynamics we followed the temporal
evolution of the substrate coverage at the interface between cell populated regions and open
space on both flat and topographically-modified substrates (Figure 14).
The boundary of the open space receded symmetrically on flat substrates (Figure 14a).
Therefore, 6 h after the constrain release, individual monolayers were still surrounded by a
continuous separation and substrate coverage was limited to 66% (Figure 14a). At 12 h ECs
from neighboring monolayers started to merge into the perpendicular regions of the open
space and to a smaller extent into the parallel ones (Figure 14a). The cell advancement
reached the middle regions only after 18 h. However, although the overall substrate coverage
reached 99% at 24 h, the middle region of the open space still featured completely bare spots
(Figure 14a), thus creating weak endothelialization localities.
A prompt advancement of the endothelial edges was instead evident on topographicallymodified substrates (Figure 14b). Here, the substrate reached an overall coverage of 81% at 6
h after release. Importantly, at this point endothelialization was complete in both parallel and
perpendicular regions and the cell front already reached the middle region of the open space.
The colonization by ECs was completed between 12 and 18 h, yielding a full and
homogenous coverage (Figure 14b).
These data demonstrate that the faster endothelialization achieved on the topographicallymodified substrate was supported by the advancement of the monolayer edges in the early
phases of endothelialization. It further indicates that contact guidance promoted both
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migration perpendicular to flow in the parallel regions of the open space, and counterflow
migration in the perpendicular regions.

Figure 14 Dynamics of endothelialization. Profiles of the receding open space upon endothelialization on
a) flat and b) topographically modified substrates. The panels display an inverted fluorescent image
corresponding to the initial condition and extracted from a time-lapse of endothelialization on with initial
endothelial coverage of 43%. Colored lines depict the edges of endothelial monolayers at subsequent time
points (as defined in the legend). The direction of the flow is indicated by a blue arrow. Corresponding
quantification of endothelial coverage on c) flat and d) topographically modified substrates. Data points in
the graphs correspond to values measured on each individual field of view. Continuous lines report the
average value of coverage at each time of measure. The number of analyzed time-lapse images n and the
total number of experiments n’ are reported in the top right corner of the graphs. Black dashed lines
guide the reader to the times at which 60%, 80% and 100% coverage is achieved.

3.3.17. Velocity of EC migration
To obtain further insight on the mechanism of endothelialization, we measured the velocity
of EC migration on flat and on structured substrates (Figure 15). The plots obtained by
applying cell velocimetry analysis showed a significant improvement of the velocity of
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migration at the edges of endothelial monolayers seeded on topographically-modified
substrates (Figure 15a). Increased velocity was detected in the first 9 h of endothelialization
under flow, corresponding to the EC advancement in the perpendicular and parallel regions of
the open space. The coverage of the open space in the middle region was executed at similar
velocity on flat and topographically-modified regions (Figure 15, Supplementary Video 4).
A more in-depth analysis fully revealed the contact guidance effect of rational
topographies (Figure 15b). In perpendicular regions of the open space both EC edges from
adjacent monolayers migrated with a velocity which was ≈70% higher on gratings than on flat
substrates (Figure 15c). Similarly, in parallel regions the earlier coverage was enabled by a
faster migration from both EC edges facing the open space. In particular, the curved edge of
the upstream monolayer migrated with 70% higher velocity on gratings while the straight
edge of the downstream monolayer with an increment of 30%. These data confirm that
contact guidance promotes EC migration both along the flow and in the counterflow direction.
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Figure 15 Velocity of edge migration upon endothelialization. a) Comparison of the velocity fields
obtained by particle image velocimetry analysis on time-lapses of endothelialization on flat substrates
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(upper row) or on topographically modified ones (TOP, lower row) with initial endothelial coverage of
43% at selected time points. b) Corresponding, zoomed views of the parallel and perpendicular regions of
the open space. The absolute values of migration velocity are reported in the color scale bars c) Measures
of the average velocity of migration from different edges of the endothelia. Error bars correspond to the
measured standard error of the mean. Significant differences between the population means are reported
(*** for p<0.001).

3.3.18. Cell-substrate adhesion and cell-cell junctions during endothelialization
We next investigated the effect of surface topography on the cell cytoskeleton and on the
focal adhesions established by ECs during migration on the tested substrates under flow. The
localization of vinculin and filamentous actin were revealed at the migrating fronts of the
endothelial monolayers 3 h after release of the constrains (Figure 16). The focal adhesions
established by ECs on topographically-modified substrates were in general of bigger size and
aligned to the direction dictated by the underlying topography. Similarly, the actin
cytoskeleton was organized in prominent stress fibers oriented along the direction of
migration (Figure 16b, d, and f). The difference between flat and topographically modified
substrates was more evident at the straight edge and at the vertex of the monolayers (Figure
16c-f) where ECs migrate against the flow or perpendicular to it in order to contribute to
endothelialization.
In addition, the molecular analysis was extended to evaluate the stability of cell-to-cell
junctions during endothelialization as a function of the tested substrate. Exposure to an open
space and to flow are known to trigger the phosphorylation of VEC at the junctions between
border and inner cells (102). This modification is functionally linked to the dynamic state of
the cell-to-cell contacts (25). The phosphorylation levels of VEC were revealed by a specific
antibody directed to a phosphopeptide of the cytoplasmic region of VEC (pY658-VEC; pyVEC) at the different migrating edges of the endothelial monolayers 3 h after release of the
constrains (Figure 17). The co-localization with total VEC demonstrates that the interaction
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with surface topography reduced the levels of VEC phosphorylation at the migrating fronts of
the endothelial monolayers (Figure 17). Indeed, on topographically-modified substrates
(Figure 17b, d, and f) a compact moving front of cells was detected whereas on flat substrates
ECs at the monolayer’s edge were partially or totally detached from cells in the rear lanes
(Figure 17a, c, and e).
Altogether, these data indicate that surface topography supports the process of
endothelialization by reinforcing both the substrate adhesions and the cell-to-cell junctions at
the migrating fronts of the endothelial monolayers.
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Figure 16 Cell-to-substrate adhesion upon endothelialization. Fluorescent images depicting the
distribution of actin filaments (red), nuclei (blue) and focal adhesions (green, Vinculin) at the (a, b) curved
and (c, d) straight edges and at the (e, f) vertex of the monolayer (as depicted in the cartoon) on flat (left
column) or topographically modified substrates (right column) featuring initial endothelial coverage of
43%. A yellow dashed rectangle in each panel defines a region of interest encompassing membrane
protrusions of cells at the monolayer edge. A zoomed view of the corresponding region of interest, as
inverted fluorescent signal, is reported next (Curved, Vertex) and below (Straight) each panel. The flow
direction is defined by a black arrow. The substrates were exposed to 3 h of physiological WSS and then
fixed (see Experimental Section). The orientation of the gratings is overlaid on the panels. The white
asterisks highlight regions of the substrate where connectivity is lost. All scale bars are 50 μm.

Figure 17 Cell-to-cell junctions upon endothelialization. Fluorescent images depicting the distribution of
total VE-Cadherin (green, VEC), nuclei (blue), phosphorylated VE-Cadherin (red, PyVEC) and of the
colocalization (yellow) between total and phosphorylated VE-Cadherin ) at the (a, b) curved and (c, d)
straight edges and at the (e, f) vertex of the monolayer (as depicted in the cartoon) on flat (left column) or
topographically modified substrates (right column) featuring initial endothelial coverage of 43%. The flow
direction is defined by a black arrow. The specimens were exposed to 3 h of physiological WSS and then
fixed (see Experimental Section). The orientation of the gratings is shown in the right panel on the upper
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right corner. The white asterisks highlight regions of the substrate where connectivity is lost. All scale
bars are 50 μm.

3.4. Discussion
The approach presented here is based on the synergistic combination of two main factors:
the strategic seeding of multiple, discreet, endothelia with unseeded space in between (Figure
9) and the guided migration of endothelial cells on surface topography (Figure 10) targeting
the rapid formation of a continuous endothelium by filling the unseeded regions. This
generation process of a single, connected endothelium, will provide full coverage of the
artificial target substrate creating a living, protective layer, while requiring a significantly
reduced amount of cells for the initial seeding of the substrate.
The local seeding of endothelial cells in high density enables the rapid generation of
intercellular connections, which have the twofold function of reinforcing the mechanical
resistance to flow and supporting the establishment of endothelial function (63, 109, 110).
Monolayers which are exposed to a wound, activate a plethora of biological activities at the
interface with the open space. These include, in the first phases, the spreading and coordinated
migration of the edge cells and, later, the overall movement of the entire cell layer and the
focal activation of cell proliferation (110).
The principle of strategic seeding aims at fully exploiting the endothelialization potential
of the initially formed monolayers. The release of confinement introduced by the patterned
microStencils (Figure 9) triggers the onset of the healing response at the interface between
each monolayer and the open space (Figure 11). Here, cell spreading and migration drive the
expansion of the area covered by cells (Figure 11). Therefore, the geometry of the endothelia,
their orientation toward the flow, and their mutual position critically define which regions of
the open space will be covered first and where the cells from neighboring monolayers will
merge (Figure 14).
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Endothelial wound healing is highly influenced by the apical wall shear stress and its
orientation with respect to the direction of cell edge movement (63). We harness this process
by designing the shape and orientation of the monolayers in order to maximize the
contribution of cell migration along the direction of flow and reduce the migration in the
direction opposite to it (Figure 9). The distribution of endothelial cells in multiple monolayers
has the additional function of elongating the overall cell to open space interface (Figure 9 and
Figure 12). Indeed, endothelialization is more efficient when a higher number of cells
contribute to the initial expansion of endothelial coverage (Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure
13). Finally, this design is engineered with the purpose of being fully scalable, and therefore
readily applicable to the luminal side of a cardiovascular implant, independently of its overall
surface.
An additional and independent interface parameter, which fundamentally contributes to
endothelialization, is the contact between cells and oriented topographical features (Figure 11,
Figure 14 and Figure 15). Anisotropic topographies guide monolayer migration interacting
with flow, and thus promote, to a different extent, all components of cell movement (Figure
15). This process is functionally supported by the reinforcement of ECs adhesions to the
substrate (Figure 16) and the stabilization of cell-to-cell junctions during migration (Figure
17). Our design adapts this principle to the complex geometry of the open spaces created by
strategic seeding (Figure 10). The aim is to maximally exploit the migration from the edges of
each monolayer and avoid the formation of weak endothelialization points, which remain
exposed to flow for prolonged periods of time (Figure 14). The simple and scalable surface
structure proposed here minimizes the contribution of cell migration in the direction opposite
to the flow, and maximizes the exposure of migrating fronts in directions perpendicular or
along the flow (Figure 10 and Figure 15). An additional perpendicular region implemented on
substrates featuring low initial EC coverage, ensures the early closure of lateral open spaces
between neighboring monolayers exploiting EC migration perpendicular to flow (Figure 14).
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This strategic structuring, results in the fast coverage of the open space in all regions, creating
the necessary prerequisites for the generation of a fully connected and functional monolayer
(Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13).

3.5. Conclusion
The work reported here demonstrates a rational process to obtain complete
endothelialization of synthetic substrates starting from a minimal cell seeding. Substrates
featuring an initial endothelial coverage of less than half of their surface can rapidly and
spontaneously generate a fully connected, functional endothelium under flow conditions.
These processes rely on the critical design of the initial seeding of endothelial cells to
create multiple discrete endothelia (patches) with predefined shape, orientation and
distribution on the target substrate. When the topography of the remaining open space is
additionally complemented by oriented textures which promote and guide the migration of
endothelial cells from the monolayer edges the prompt establishment of a mechanically
resistant full and continuous cell layer is accomplished.
These novel results pave the way to a new hybrid approach to the endothelialization of
cardiovascular devices, which features a partial endothelial cell seeding prior to implantation
and harvests the benefit of the wound healing potential of endothelial monolayers to yield
prompt full endothelialization in situ. Toward the implementation of the proposed
endothelialization strategy, future work shall focus on extending these results to a broad range
of hemodynamic conditions including complex flow profiles yielding supraphysiological
values of wall shear stress.
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4.1. Abstract
Adverse events triggered by the direct contact between blood and synthetic materials
constitute a sincere shortcoming of cardiovascular implant technology. A well-connected
autologous endothelium, generated through the process of endothelialization, impedes such
interaction and endows the implant luminal interface with optimal protection. The
endothelialization of artificial substrates is the result of a complex interplay between
endothelial cells (ECs), surface topography, and flow-generated wall shear stress (WSS). This
is however tainted by the pro-inflammatory signaling, typical of cardiovascular patients,
which compromises endothelial integrity and survival. Here, we challenge human endothelial
monolayers with the pro-inflammatory factor TNF-α under realistic WSS conditions. In these
experimental settings we demonstrate that the simple contact between ECs and an optimized
surface geometry can inhibit NF-kB activation downstream of TNF-α yielding increased
stability of VE-Cadherin mediated cell-to-cell junctions and of focal adhesions. Therefore the
here-presented topographic modification can be implemented on a range of artificial
substrates enabling their endothelialization under supra-physiological flow and in the
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presence of pro-inflammatory insults. These new findings constitute an important step toward
achieving the full hemocompatibility of cardiovascular implants.

4.2. Introduction
The absence of a fully hemocompatible blood-foreign surface interface represents a
serious shortcoming of cardiovascular implant technology. An optimal protection against the
adverse events triggered by the contact between blood and synthetic materials can be
produced by an autologous endothelial cell (ECs) layer through the process of surface
endothelialization (111). Intense research efforts have therefore focused on strategies to
support EC adhesion, proliferation, differentiation, and migration on biomaterials (112).
These included the chemical, physical, or biological functionalization of the surface, or the
generation of intervening layers with favourable properties (49). Clinical tests of these
endothelialization strategies were performed on coronary stents (113) and vascular grafts (54)
yielding variable, but altogether unsatisfying, outcomes (54). To date, long-term
endothelialization of foreign body surfaces remains an unmet need of cardiovascular implant
technology.
Endothelialization strategies have been typically tested and validated in simplified in vitro
or in vivo model systems (54) which failed to reproduce fundamental clinical aspects such as
the chronic inflammatory environment present in most cardiovascular patients and the
hemodynamic conditions generated at the luminal interface upon device deployment (6, 66,
114, 115). Locally, these factors can overlap to produce a hostile environment for EC survival
(41, 116). Thus, successful endothelialization approaches must be developed in experimental
settings able to reproduce both the pro-inflammatory signalling and the actual hemodynamic
environment to which ECs will be exposed to in patients (117).
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Chronic endothelial inflammation is a common co-morbidity in cardiovascular patients (6,
66, 114). Over a period of several years this condition sustains a decay of tissue homeostasis
and mass transport control, the hallmarks of a healthy endothelium (6). Eventually, it leads to
the loss of endothelial function and the concomitant activation of inflammatory signalling at
the origin of coronary artery disease (CAD) and of other cardiovascular pathologies (6, 114,
116, 118). In particular, the activation of ECs is mediated by circulating pro-inflammatory
cytokines (TNF-α and IL-2, IL-6, and IL-8) (6, 119-121) and induces the expression of
clotting or coagulation factors (e.g. von Willebrand Factor, thromboxane, prostacyclin),
fibrinolysis factors, cell adhesion molecules (VCAM-1), and intercellular adhesion molecules
(ICAM-1) (41, 122) which in turn lead to the loss of tissue integrity and denudation of the
substrate (6, 41, 123). A master regulator of gene expression patterns orchestrating endothelial
inflammation is the transcription factor NF-kB. Its translocation to the cell nucleus is
triggered by circulating TNF-α and enables the onset of the inflammatory response in ECs
(119, 124).
The local hemodynamic conditions deeply impinge on the inflammatory signalling cascade
either contributing to define foci of inflammation (6) or to create protective environments
where endothelial integrity is preserved despite the pro-inflammatory milieu (119). The level
of flow-mediated wall shear stress (WSS) directly modulates the dynamic stability of cell-tocell junctions in endothelia experimentally exposed to pro-inflammatory insults, both in vitro
and in vivo (25, 102, 125, 126). This process is mediated by the phosphorylation of Vascular
Endothelial Cadherin (VEC), a junctional protein mediating homotypic contacts at the
adherens junctions (AJs) and therefore essentially contributing to monolayer integrity (102).
Similarly, WSS affects the stability of integrin-mediated focal adhesions (FAs) to the
substrate (51). Here, the adaptor protein Vinculin mediates the interaction between the
adhesion plaque and the actin cytoskeleton enabling FA maturation (127). Importantly,
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Vinculin is also involved in the stabilization of AJs therefore assuming a pivotal role in the
maintenance of monolayer integrity (125, 128).
A promising approach to foster endothelialization of artificial materials is represented by
the nano and microscale structuring of luminal interfaces with rationally-designed surface
geometries (129). We previously demonstrated that anisotropic topographies (alternating lines
of ridges and groves) with horizontal and vertical feature size in the micron range are able to
interfere with the machineries mediating EC activities under flow (51, 52, 63). In this case,
the effect of topography is exerted through the physical modulation of adaptor protein
recruitment and FA maturation (51, 52). In particular, FAs established by ECs along gratings
oriented parallel to flow support directional migration (63) and contribute to reinforce AJs by
inhibiting VEC phosphorylation (63, 102). Altogether, endothelial monolayers are reinforced
by the contact with oriented anisotropic topographies and are thus able to preserve their
integrity well beyond physiological WSS values (64). The attainment of these enhanced
properties paves the way to new endothelialization strategies applicable to active
cardiovascular devices which function at supraphysiological hemodynamic conditions, such
as ventricular assist devices (VADs, (117, 130)). However, the available information on the
performance of microstructured substrates upon endothelialization, under combined effect of
flow and pro-inflammatory signals is incomplete. While some indications of a protective
effect mediated by aligned nano fibrillar substrates (131) and microgratings (132) were
obtained for ECs under static conditions, dynamic settings were only explored in the absence
of circulating cytokines (133) or in subconfluent conditions (134).
Here we report, novel findings on the effect of oriented topographies in preserving
endothelial integrity upon pro-inflammatory insults. The endothelialization of synthetic
substrates is challenged through a combination of pharmacological treatment with circulating
TNF-α and flow-generated physiological or supraphysiological WSS values, altogether
mimicking the environment expected at the luminal surface of cardiovascular devices. The
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resulting protective effect is measured by monitoring the nuclear translocation and functional
activity of NF-kB and the integrity of monolayer junctions and substrate adhesions in
comparison with identical, flat substrates. Our results demonstrate a strong protective and
anti-inflammatory effect of gratings upon substrate endothelialization under a range of
physiological and supra-physiological flow conditions.

4.3. Materials and Methods
4.3.1. Substrate fabrication
Gratings with depth, ridge width and pitch of 1 μm were imprinted on 180 μm thick cyclic
olefin copolymer (COC) foils (Ibidi, Germany) using nano-imprint lithography (NIL) (52).
Before usage, the substrates were treated with plasma (100 W for 30 s, 1 ± 0.2 mbar) to
increase hydrophilicity and were coated with gelatin to promote cell adhesion. The
elastomeric substrates (Figure 23) were made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning,
USA) at a 1:10 mixing ratio and fabricated through standard soft lithography. In brief, the
mixed PDMS was degassed in a vacuum chamber and afterwards immediately poured onto
untreated COC substrates containing gratings. After pouring on the COC molds, the PDMS
was briefly degassed for a second time and cured for 4 h at 60oC. The cured PDMS patches
were then carefully separated from the COC mold. CTRL patches were created similarly by
pouring PDMS on flat COC substrates.
4.3.2. Cell culture and treatments
Primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs; Invitrogen, USA) were grown
in medium 200PRF supplemented with fetal bovine serum 2% v/v, hydrocortisone 1 mg/ml,
human epidermal factor 10 ng/ml, basic fibroblast growth factor 3 ng/ml and heparin 10
mg/ml (all reagents from Invitrogen) and were maintained at 37oC and 5% CO2. All reported
experiments were performed using cells with less than seven passages in vitro. The surfaces
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were sterilized with 70% ethanol and rinsed three times with PBS before starting the coating
procedure. They were subsequently coated with 1,5% gelatin (104070, Merck Millipore,
USA) (63, 64, 130) and stored at 4oC until the seeding of the cells. Importantly, the gelatin
coating procedure applied to the substrates does not alter the surface topography (71) as
confirmed by the SEM images of gratings after coating, which confirm the retention of
topographic feature size and periodicity (Figure 18). To generate a confluent monolayer, cells
were seeded on COC substrates at high density (3.5-5 x 104 cell/cm2) and cultured for three
days. The adhesion of endothelial cells cultured on gratings was confined to the top of the
ridges. Deep grooves are not accessible to the cell membrane, which forms arcs bridging on
top of them (52). This specific conformation of the cell layer can be appreciated in the SEM
reported in Figure 18.
For the measurement of endothelial activation upon treatment with pro-inflammatory
cytokines, endothelial monolayers grown on flat substrates or gratings were treated with TNFα at various concentrations for 18 h before immunostaining assays (Figure 19). To inhibit
myosin II, HUVEC monolayers were treated with 50 μΜ blebbistatin for 45 min.
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Figure 18 Scanning electron microscopy images of endothelia adhering on gelatin-coated gratings. Cell
adhesion is fully confined to the top of the ridges while membrane arcs bridge over the grooves (top right
inset). Gelatin coating does not modify the surface topography, which is perfectly retained upon
interaction with cells.
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Figure 19 Nuclear translocation of NF-kB in endothelial monolayers treated with increasing TNF-α
concentrations. (A) Boxplots reporting the value of NF-kB nuclear localization index in monolayers grown
on flat substrates (FLAT, white boxplot) or gratings (TOP, gray boxplot) under static conditions and
untreated (Ctrl) or treated with 0.5, 1, 2, 10, 20 and 100 ng/ml of TNF-α. (B) Distribution of VEC (green)
and nuclei (blue) are shown in the upper row. Inverted fluorescent signal of NF-kB is depicted in the
lower row (NF-kB, black) for endothelia on flat substrates (FLAT, top row) or on gratings (TOP, bottom
row). Scale bar corresponds to 25 μm. The orientation of gratings is shown in the lower left corner. The
number of analyzed cells is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’. Nonsignificant differences are indicated as n.s. Significant differences between the populations are indicated
(** for p<0.01, *** for p<0.001 and **** for p<0.0001).
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4.3.3. Experiments under flow
A custom-designed parallel plate flow chamber was used to apply a constant shear stress to
endothelial cell monolayers (Figure 20) (63). The shear stress applied on the cells can be
expressed as a function of the channel dimensions (width, w and height, h), medium
properties (viscosity, μ) and volumetric flow rate (Q̇) using the analytical solution for WSS in
a rectangular channel: τ = 6Qμ/wh2. In particular, the channel geometry ensures the
generation of fully-developed laminar flow for conditions yielding WSS values up to 12 Pa
(64). Therefore, flow recirculation was not present when exposing endothelial monolayers to
flow generating WSS values of 1.4, 4 or 6 Pa. While channel dimensions and medium
properties were fixed in our experimental setup (w = 20 mm, h= 0.3 mm, μ = 8.4*10-4 Pa) the
flow rate was controlled using a peristaltic roller pump (P-1500, Harvard Apparatus) to apply
WSS of 1.4 , 4 and 6 Pa to ECs, depending on the experiment. A custom made glass
compliance element was inserted between the roller pump and the flow chamber to dampen
flow pulsation. The flow chamber was connected to the pump with Tygon Tubing (SaintGobain, France) certified for low cytoxicity.
The substrates supporting endothelial monolayers were placed in a COC frame on the
inferior part of the polycarbonate flow chamber and the upper part of the chamber was then
mounted on top. The assembled flow chamber was then filled with medium and incubated at
37oC and CO2 concentration of 5%. For all examined shear stress conditions the cell
monolayer was preconditioned with physiological shear stress (1.4 Pa) for 1.5 h. After the
preconditioning period the desired shear stress conditions were applied for 16 h. For the
experiments of TNF-α activated endothelia under flow, TNF-α was added to the medium
during this step. Exposure to flow had no visible effect on structured COC substrates, which
fully retained the imposed surface topography for the entire duration of the experiment
(Figure 18).
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Figure 20 Experimental Configuration. Endothelial monolayers are cultured on flat substrates or gratings
(Specimen). The substrates are then placed inside the flow chamber. A peristaltic pump is used to apply a
constant flow to the cell monolayer. For the activated endothelia experiments, TNF-α was added in the
reservoir of the medium.

4.3.4. Antibodies
The following primary antibodies were used: goat anti-VEC (1:200, Vascular Endothelial
Cadherin; #6458) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (USA), rabbit anti-NF-kB p65
Polyclonal Antibody (1:100, #510500, ThermoFisher), mouse anti-vinculin (1:400, V9131)
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA), rabbit anti-pY658-VEC (102), mouse Anti-ICAM1
antibody (1:100, ab2213, Abcam), mouse Anti-VCAM1 antibody (1:250, ab212937, Abcam)
and mouse Anti-eNOS/NOS Type III (1:200, 810296, BD Transduction Laboratories TM). The
secondary antibodies were donkey anti-goat–Alexa 488 (Invitrogen, A11055), donkey antimouse-Alexa 488 (Invitrogen, A21202), and chicken anti-rabbit-Alexa 647 (Invitrogen,
A21443).
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4.3.5. Immunostaining
At the end of the endothelialization experiments, HUVECs were fixed for 20 min with 2%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) at room temperature. The cells next permeabilized with 1% Triton
x-100 in PBS for 5 min. After washing the samples three times for 5 min with PBS, they were
incubated in 5% w/v bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in PBS for 2 h at room
temperature. The samples were incubated with the respective antibodies (See Antibodies
section) overnight at 4oC.
Subsequently, the samples were rinsed 2 times for 30 min with PBS and then 2 times for
30 min with 5% BSA in PBS. They were then incubated with the corresponding secondary
antibodies for 45 min at room temperature. Finally, the samples were washed 4 times for 30
min with PBS. For staining of nuclei, Hoechst was added at 10 μg ml-1 during a washing step.
4.3.6. Cell microscopy
Fluorescent image stacks of HUVECs immunostained for VEC, py-VEC, NF-kB, ICAM1,
VCAM1 and eNOS were acquired with a 40X, 1.3 NA oil immersion objective (Plan Fluor,
Nikon, Japan), using a FITC filter, a TRITC filter, a Cy5 filter and a DAPI filter for the cell
nuclei. For the imaging of VEC-vinculin colocalization the image acquisition was made using
an inverted Nikon-Ti spinning disk confocal microscope (Nikon, Japan) equipped with an
Andor DU-888 camera (Oxford Instruments, UK) and a pE-100 LED illumination system
(CoolLED Ltd, Andover, United Kingdom) equipped with a 60x, 1.40 NA oil immersion
objective (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan) and combined with a FITC and TRITC filter
respectively.
4.3.7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Endothelia monolayers were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde (Sigma) in sodium cacodylate
buffer (pH 7.2, 0.15 M) for 1 h and successively rinsed three times with sodium cacodylate
buffer. Samples were then dehydrated and dried with ethanol absolute at increasing
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concentrations (50%, 70%, and 98%) and coated with a 20 nm thick gold layer by thermal
evaporation before imaging.
4.3.8. Image Analysis
To evaluate the monolayer integrity we used the connectivity index (CI) (64, 130). In brief,
CI values close to 1 indicate a monolayer with preserved cell-to-cell junctions (i.e. fluorescent
signal revealing the distribution of VEC peaks at the cell membrane) while values close to
zero indicate a diffuse VEC signal in the cytoplasm, typical of cells with disassembled or
immature cell-to-cell junctions (106). Additionally, a functional threshold defining
differentiated endothelia was measured comparing long confluent endothelial monolayers to
recently confluent ones. The CI is reduced to 0.6-0.8 in recently confluent endothelia (64).
For the evaluation of the NF-kB nuclear localization, image stacks of VEC, NF-kB and nuclei
were loaded into ImageJ and processed with the following protocol (Figure 21): the DAPI
fluorescent channel was transformed into a binary image using the automatic threshold
function. Cell nuclei were segmented using the “Analyze Particle” tool of ImageJ and
exported as regions of interest (ROIs, Figure 21B). Nuclei close to the edge of the field of
view were omitted from the analysis. Using the “freehand line” tool of ImageJ the VEC signal
for each cell was traced and exported as ROI (Figure 21B). The NF-kB fluorescent channel
was enhanced using the “Subtract Background” filter of ImageJ. Nuclei ROIs and VEC trace
ROIs were overlaid on the NF-kB fluorescent image and the mean intensity of each region
was measured (Figure 21C). The localization index was defined as the ratio between the
average nuclear intensity and the average cytoplasmic intensity on the NF-kB channel (Figure
21D). To further compensate for the different population of cells, this index was
consecutively normalized to the average value obtained from non-treated endothelia. For the
evaluation of cell elongation, the ellipsoidal fit function of ImageJ was used to calculate the
ratio between the minor and the major axis of the fitted ellipse. Elongation values range
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between 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to a circle (no elongation) and 0 to a line (maximal
elongation).

Figure 21 Definition of Nuclear Localization Index. (A) Image stack Of VE-Cadherin (green), Nuclei
(blue) and NF-kB (red) are loaded into imageJ. (B) DAPI fluorescent channel is transformed to binary
image using the automatic threshold function. Cell nuclei are segmented using the “Analyze Particle” and
exported as regions of interest (ROIs, yellow). VEC trace signal was manually drawn and exported as
ROI. (C) Nuclei ROIs and VEC trace ROIs are overlaid on the NF-kB fluorescent image and the mean
intensity of each region is measured. (D) The localization index is the ratio between the average nuclear
intensity and the average cytoplasmic intensity on the NF-kB channel, the index is consecutively
normalized with the average respective value obtained from the measurement of non-treated endothelia.

Pearson’s coefficient was extracted from each image stack using the colocalization section
of Imaris (Bitplane, Switzerland). Before the colocalization analysis the “Background
Subtraction” function of Imaris was applied to both the green and red channels. During the
colocalization analysis, threshold values calculated based on (107) were imposed for both the
green and the red channels (130).
Specifically for the colocalization analysis between VEC-Vinculin, raw images were
processed with the following protocol: cell nuclei were segmented as mentioned above, the
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detected ROIs were dilated using the “Dilate” function of ImageJ. The final ROIs were
overlaid on the VEC channel and the value of the pixels in the ROI was set to 0, thus omitting
areas in the proximity of the nucleus from the colocalization analysis.
Focal adhesion structures were segmented as previously described (67). Briefly, on
background subtraction, the local contrast of the image was enhanced via Contrast Limited
Adaptive Histogram Equalization. After applying a Laplacian of Gaussian filter, the image
was threshold and the “Analyze Particles” tool of ImageJ was used. The lower and upper
limits for FA size were set to 1.0 μm2 and 5 μm2, respectively.
4.3.9. Statistical analysis
The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to test for normality of data. For non-normal distributed
data, Mann–Whitney U test or Wilcoxon signed-ranked test was performed. Boxes in all box
plots extend from the 25th to the 75th percentiles, with a line at the median and a square
representing the mean. Whiskers extend to 1.5x IQR (inter-quantile range) or the max/min
data points if they fall within 1.5xIQR. The total number of events counted is shown in the
graphs. The number of independent experiments is reported as n’ and the number of total field
of views or cells analyzed is shown as n.

4.4. Results
4.4.1. Gratings reduce TNF-α induced nuclear translocation of NF-kB
The cytoplasmic to nuclear translocation of the transcription factor NF-kB is instrumental
to the modulation of inflammatory responses in ECs within confluent monolayers. Circulating
cytokines, and foremost TNF-, induce a massive re-localization of NF-kB to the cell
nucleus, which is sufficient to activate the inflammatory pathways sustaining EC activation
and compromising monolayer integrity. Therefore, the nuclear vs cytoplasmic localization of
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NF-kB (i.e. the NF-kB localization index defined in Figure 21) is a proxy for the
inflammatory state of endothelial monolayers (Figure 22).
To identify the most effective TNF- concentration, the dose-dependence of NF-kB
nuclear translocation was assessed in endothelial monolayers grown on flat substrates or on
gratings (Figure 19). The nuclear localization index displayed a non-linear variation upon
treatment with increasing TNF- concentrations (ranging from 0.5 to 100 ng/ml) peaking at 2
ng/ml and reaching a plateau at concentrations higher than 20 ng/ml. The TNF-
concentration of 2 ng/ml was therefore selected as the most effective in inducing NF-kB
nuclear translocation. Interestingly, similar levels of circulating TNF- are detected in
cardiovascular patients (66, 135).
The effect of surface topography on the nuclear localization index was then evaluated for
both thermoplastic materials and elastomers (Figure 22 and Figure 23). Figure 22A reports a
visual representation of fully connected monolayers maintained in static conditions and upon
treatment with TNF- for 18 h. The nuclear translocation of NF-kB is evident for ECs grown
on flat substrates and, to a lower extent, for those on gratings (Figure 22A). The graph in
Figure 22B provides a full quantification of this effect. TNF- induces a fourfold increase of
the nuclear localization index in ECs contacting flat substrates (increasing from 1 to 4.8). This
increase is significantly contained to less than half by the contact with gratings (NF-kB
localization index = 2.8, Figure 22B). The protective effect of gratings was also confirmed by
the immunofluorescence analysis of endothelial markers regulated by the activation of TNF-α
signaling pathways (Figure 24). Interestingly, the concomitant treatment with blebbistatin (a
general inhibitor of acto-myosin mediated cell contractility) ablates the inhibitory effect of
surface topography. In this case, TNF- is able to induce NF-kB translocation to a similar
extent on both substrates. These results demonstrate that gratings counteract TNF- induced
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nuclear translocation of NF-kB. In addition, they indicate that the effect of surface topography
depends on acto-myosin contractility.
Exposure of confluent monolayers to levels of laminar flow generating physiological WSS
values typical of human arteries (i.e. 4 Pa) proved alone sufficient to induce a small but
significant translocation of NF-kB to the cell nuclei (Figure 22C). In particular, a ~20%
increase in the nuclear localization index was measured in monolayers grown on both flat and
topographically-modified substrates (Figure 22D).
The effect of TNF- under a range of flow conditions yielding low and high physiological
(1.4 and 4 Pa; respectively) and supraphysiological WSS values (6 Pa) was investigated next.
In general, the presence of flow significantly reduced TNF- mediated NF-kB nuclear
translocation (Figure 22E-F) with a more drastic effect on ECs grown on flat substrates where
the nuclear localization index was reduced to half of what measured in static conditions. A
significant reduction (40%) was also measured on monolayers contacting gratings. These
results are in agreement with previous reports on the role of endothelial cell shape adaptation
to physiological flow conditions in counteracting the effect of pro-inflammatory cytokines
(119, 136). Importantly, under all tested flow conditions the nuclear translocation of NF-kB
was significantly reduced by the contact with gratings (Figure 22E). Immunostaining of the
monolayer revealed that the localization index measured on flat substrates correlated with a
loss of monolayer connectivity at WSS values of 4 and 6 Pa. In the same experimental
conditions, endothelia grown on gratings preserved a fully connected pattern of cell-to-cell
AJs, as revealed by the localization of VEC (Figure 22F). In all, these data demonstrate that
flow-generated WSS and substrate topography have a cumulative effect in the inhibition of
TNF- mediated NF-kB nuclear translocation in confluent endothelial monolayers and
suggest a protective effect of gratings in the maintenance of monolayer integrity.
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Figure 22 Contact with gratings reduces the nuclear translocation of NF-kB upon treatment with TNF-α.
(A) Distribution of VEC (green) and nuclei (blue) are shown in the upper row for HUVEC monolayers
under static conditions. Inverted fluorescent signal of NF-kB is depicted in the lower row (NF-kB, black)
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for flat substrates (FLAT) and gratings (TOP). (B) Boxplots reporting the nuclear NF-kB localization
index for flat substrates (FLAT, white boxplot) and gratings (TOP, gray boxplot) under static conditions.
(C) Distribution of VEC (green) and nuclei (blue) are shown in the upper row for non-treated HUVEC
monolayers under WSS. Inverted fluorescent signal of NF-kB is depicted in the lower row (NF-kB, black)
for flat substrates (FLAT) and gratings (TOP). (D) Boxplots reporting the nuclear NF-kB localization
index for flat substrates (FLAT, white boxplot) and gratings (TOP, gray boxplot) under WSS. (E)
Boxplots reporting the nuclear NF-kB localization index for flat substrates (FLAT, white boxplot) and
gratings (TOP, gray boxplot) for TNF-α treated HUVEC monolayers and exposed at 1.4 Pa, 4 Pa and 6 Pa
WSS. (F) Corresponding immunostaining for VEC (green) and nuclei (blue) are shown in the upper row,
bottom row depicts the inverted fluorescent signal of NF-kB (black). Flow direction is defined by a white
arrow. All scale bars correspond to 50 μm. The orientation of gratings is overlaid on the panels. The
number of analyzed cells is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’. Nonsignificant differences are indicated as n.s. Significant differences between the populations are indicated (*
for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01, *** for p<0.001, or **** for p<0.0001).
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Figure 23 Cell elongation and NF-kB nuclear localization of monolayers grown on elastomer under static
conditions. (a) Distribution of VEC (green) and nuclei (blue) are shown in the upper row. Inverted
fluorescent signal of NF-kB is depicted in the lower row (NF-kB, black) for non-activated (left) and TNF-α
activated (right) endothelia. Scale bar corresponds to 50 μm. The orientation of gratings is shown in the
lower left corner. (b) Boxplots reporting the cell elongation (left) and the nuclear NF-kB localization index
for flat substrates (FLAT, white boxplot) and gratings (TOP, gray boxplot) as well as for non-activated
monolayers (CTRL) and TNF-α activated monolayers (+TNF-α). The number of analyzed cells is reported
as n and the number of independent experiments as n’. Non-significant differences are indicated as n.s.
Significant differences between the populations are indicated (*** for p<0.001).
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Figure 24 Expression of TNF-α regulated inflammatory markers in endothelial monolayers. Nuclei (blue)
are shown in the upper row. Inverted fluorescent signal (black) of NF-kB, eNOS (A), ICAM-1 (B) and
VCAM-1 (C) is depicted for non-activated (-) and TNF-α activated (+) endothelia cultured on flat
substrates (FLAT, left) or gratings (TOP, right). Scale bar corresponds to 25 μm. The orientation of
gratings is shown in the lower left corner of nuclei staining.
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4.4.2. Gratings preserve monolayer integrity under a range of WSS
Endothelial monolayers grown on flat substrates cannot withstand laminar flows
generating supraphysiological WSS values (64). The exposure of these endothelia to WSS > 5
Pa causes a decrease in the stability of VEC-mediated cell-to-cell junctions (AJs) which
rapidly evolves into a loss of intercellular connectivity and then of substrate coverage (25, 64,
126). At this point ECs become isolated and intercellular gaps appear. Eventually cells are
washed away by the flow and large portions of the substrate become exposed to the flowing
medium. Endothelial integrity is therefore well described by the distribution of VEC at the
cell-to-cell junction as captured by the connectivity index (64, 130). A perfectly connected,
mature endothelium yields values of 1 (Figure 25), while non-connected, immature
monolayers (25, 137) are characterized by significantly lower values (0.6-0.8, (64, 130)) that
can be therefore set as connectivity thresholds. Figure 25A illustrates the WSS-dependent
variation of endothelial integrity for monolayers grown on flat substrates or on gratings. As
previously reported, the presence of substrate topography is alone sufficient to reinforce the
supported monolayers, which are then able to preserve an optimal connectivity beyond
physiological WSS limits (64).
To quantify the detrimental effect of pro-inflammatory cytokines on the maintenance of
endothelial integrity the monolayers were simultaneously exposed to circulating TNF- and
increasing values of WSS for a period of 16 h. Under these settings, the loss of connectivity
on flat substrates was already evident at physiological WSS values (4 Pa, Figure 25B) and
large denudated areas appeared at supraphysiological ones, as confirmed by the marked
decrease of the CI index to 0.7. The decay of endothelial integrity caused by TNF- is
captured by related connectivity index values, which are significantly lower than control
under all tested flow conditions (Figure 25A). Importantly, the integrity of monolayers grown
on gratings was not affected by TNF- (Figure 25C) and an optimal connectivity was
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measured on topographically-modified substrates under all tested flow conditions (Figure
25A). These results indicate that the inhibitory effect of surface topography on TNF-
signaling translates into an efficient protection preserving monolayer integrity under and
beyond physiological flow conditions.
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Figure 25 Gratings preserve endothelia integrity under the combined effect of TNF-α inflammatory insult
and a range of WSS. (A) Connectivity index (CI) measured in monolayers grown on flat substrates (black
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line) or gratings (gray line) under static conditions (Static) and exposed to steady state flow yielding WSS
of 1.4, 4, 6 Pa respectively. CI of endothelial monolayers exposed to the same WSS combined with TNF-α
activation is shown with a dash-dot line. Corresponding immunofluorescence images of VEC distribution
(green) and nuclei (blue) are shown below for flat substrates (FLAT) (B) and gratings (TOP) (C). Flow
direction is defined by a white arrow. All scale bars correspond to 50 μm. The orientation of gratings is
overlaid on the panels. The number of analyzed cells is reported as n and the number of independent
experiments as n’. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean.

4.4.3. Topography stabilizes the adherens junctions of the monolayer
The maintenance of endothelial tissue connectivity in monolayers exposed to challenging
conditions depends on the strength of the cell-to-cell junctions (25, 102). In particular, the
stability of VEC-mediated intercellular contacts (the AJs) is controlled by the local
hemodynamic conditions though a direct modulation of VEC phosphorylation (102). AJs
featuring a prominent fraction of phosphorylated VEC (P-VEC) are more dynamic and can be
easily and promptly disassembled upon the exposure to pro-inflammatory stimuli (102). The
inhibition of VEC phosphorylation has the effect of stabilizing the AJs and thus reinforces the
endothelium (63). The levels of VEC phosphorylation can be estimated by the co-localization
coefficient measured upon immunostaining for the total VEC population and its
phosphorylated fraction (P-VEC) and represent a direct indicator of the prospective
monolayer stability (63, 102).
The treatment with TNF- significantly increased VEC phosphorylation on endothelial
monolayers grown on both flat and topographically-modified substrates (Figure 26A and C).
Importantly, as for untreated cells (63), the co-localization levels were strongly reduced by the
interaction with gratings upon treatment with TNF- (Figure 26A and C). The protective
effect of topography was similarly measured under flow (Figure 26B and D). Altogether these
data corroborate the role of substrate topography in counteracting the effect of TNF- and
suggest that the protective effect exerted on monolayers contacting gratings is mediated by a
stabilization of AJs.
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Figure 26 Flow-mediated phosphorylation of VEC is reduced in endothelial monolayers adhering to
gratings. Boxplots reporting the measured Pearson’s correlation coefficient between VEC and
phosphorylated VE-Cadherin (py-VEC) channels on flat (FLAT, white box plot) or gratings (TOP, gray
box plot) for endothelia under static conditions (A) and under steady state flow yielding 4 Pa WSS (B).
Fluorescent images depicting the distribution of total VE-Cadherin and nuclei (green, blue top row), pyVEC (red, middle row) and of the colocalization (yellow, last row) between total and phosphorylated VECadherin for endothelia under static conditions (C) and exposed to steady state flow yielding 4 Pa WSS
(D). Flow direction is defined by a white arrow. All scale bars correspond to 50 μm. The orientation of
gratings is overlaid on the panels. The number of analyzed cells is reported as n and the number of
independent experiments as n’. Significant differences between the populations are indicated (* for
p<0.05, ** for p<0.01, or *** for p<0.001).
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4.4.4. Topographically-modified

substrates

yield

increased

cell-substrate

adhesion
To further decouple the effect of pro-inflammatory stimuli and WSS on the stability of EC
adhesions, the localization of the adaptor protein Vinculin was revealed in confluent
monolayers by means of immunostaining. Vinculin acts as relay to the actin cytoskeleton and
therefore fosters the maturation of focal adhesions then appearing as punctate staining at the
cell-to-substrate interface (127). Similarly, it can be enriched at the AJs where it stabilizes the
cell-to-cell contacts supporting an increase of junctional tension through actin filaments (125,
128). Changes in the accumulation of Vinculin in correspondence to VEC-rich intercellular
adhesions (i.e. the AJs) or alternatively at the focal adhesions therefore provide a qualitative
representation of the strength of these contacts.
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Figure 27 Vinculin recruitment to adherent junctions of endothelia monolayers upon the combined
exposure to WSS and TNF-α. Boxplots reporting the measured Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
VEC and Vinculin channels on flat (FLAT, white box plot) (A) or gratings (TOP, gray box plot) (B) for
endothelia under static conditions and steady state flow yielding WSS of 1.4 , 4 and 6 Pa. Fluorescent
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images depicting the distribution of total VE-Cadherin and nuclei (green, blue, top row), Vinculin (black,
middle row) and of the colocalization (yellow, last row) between total VE-Cadherin and Vinculin for
endothelia grown on flat substrates (C) or gratings (D). Flow direction is defined by a white arrow. All
scale bars correspond to 50 μm. The orientation of gratings is overlaid on the panels. The number of
analyzed cells is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’. Significant differences
between the populations are indicated (* for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01, or *** for p<0.001).

On flat substrates the co-localization between Vinculin and VEC was significantly reduced
by the exposure to TNF-(from 0.24 to 0.18), or to flow (Figure 27A and C). The
combination of the two stimuli had a similar effect and reduced the amount of Vinculin lining
the cell-to-cell contacts in correspondence of the AJs. For the same experimental conditions
ECs, did not show an increased maturation of focal adhesions at the cell-to-substrate interface
(Figure 28). Indeed the density of large, mature FAs also significantly decreased in these cells
in presence of TNF- alone or in combination with WSS.
On topographically-modified substrates the co-localization between Vinculin and VEC
was reduced by the exposure to TNF- (from 0.23 to 0.16) and/or to WSS (Figure 27B and
D). However, and importantly, this effect did not correspond to a loss of substrate contacts,
which remained significantly more mature than on flat substrates (Figure 28). These results
further indicate that the loss of endothelial integrity triggered by combinations of proinflammatory cytokines and challenging hemodynamic conditions is mediated by a
weakening of both cell-to-cell and cell-to-substrate adhesion on flat substrates. The effect of
gratings includes the stabilization of substrate adhesions which maintain high levels of
maturation despite the hostile bio-physical environment.
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Figure 28 Focal adhesion reinforcement in endothelial monolayers on gratings. Inverted fluorescent
images of TNF-α treated (+) and non-treated (-) HUVECs stained with anti-vinculin antibody under static
conditions (A) or exposed to steady state flow yielding 4 Pa WSS (C). Corresponding quantification of the
mature focal adhesions (i.e. area bigger than 1.5 μm2) for endothelia grown on flat substrates (FLAT,
white boxplot) or on gratings (TOP, gray boxplot) under static conditions (B) or under steady state flow
yielding 4 Pa WSS (D). Flow direction is defined by a black arrow. All scale bars correspond to 20 μm.
The orientation of gratings is overlaid on the panels. The number of analyzed cells is reported as n and the
number of independent experiments as n’. Significant differences between the populations are indicated (*
for p<0.05, or *** for p<0.001).
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4.5. Discussion
The quest to generate and maintain a living protection at the interface between a
biomaterial and the human circulation requires considering the full complexity that such
bionic interface involves. Any potential strategy shall be therefore tested under the adverse
biological and hemodynamic conditions that are expected in cardiovascular patients upon
deployment of a synthetic implant (54). This necessary validation process has a twofold value.
First, it enforces a screening to select prospective solutions qualifying for the ensuing in vivo
testing. Second, it defines the biological and physical boundaries within which
endothelialization is possible. These include, for example, the limit of flow-generated wall
shear stress values above which endothelial cells are bound to be lost from a substrate (64).
Optimized surface geometries enable the retention of endothelial cells under flow yielding
wall shear stress values up to 10 Pa. However, specific luminal regions of ventricular assist
devices are exposed to more severe hemodynamic conditions (64). After such information
becomes fully available, researchers will be able to focus on regions of existing
cardiovascular implants where viable conditions for endothelialization are met (138, 139) and
orient the development of alternative solutions, such as antithrombotic surface treatments, to
complementary areas (140). In this experimental frame, more comprehensive platforms may
support the development of a new generation of cardiovascular devices featuring permissive
hemodynamic conditions over extended regions of the luminal surface (23).
Rationally-designed surface topographies act reinforcing the supported endothelium and
thus extending the range of boundary conditions under which long-term endothelialization is
possible. The size and shape of topographic features and their overall arrangement play a
fundamental role in defining the response that a specific surface geometry will induce upon
cell adhesion (141). Here, ordered gratings featuring ridge and groove width and groove depth
of 1 m were selected to maximize the strength and stability of cell adhesion to the substrate
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and to neighboring cells in the monolayer (51, 64). The orientation of gratings was arranged
to facilitate endothelial cell shape adaptation to flow (63, 64). This specific configuration
supports the formation of a protective endothelium on different rigid materials, including
those actually comprising the luminal surface of cardiovascular devices (Figure 19, (69)). On
top of this, the procedure of cross-linked gelatin coating applied was selected to ensure the
full activation of the surface, while sufficiently preserving its topographical identity (Figure
18, (71)). In these experimental settings, endothelialization was challenged under adverse
hemodynamic and biological conditions reproducing the adverse environment experienced at
the luminal surface of cardiovascular devices upon implantation
Previous works have demonstrated that NF-kB nuclear translocation is controlled by flow
(119, 142) and by the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α (143, 144). In addition, the interplay
between hemodynamic conditions and surface topography was shown to modulate endothelial
integrity (63, 64, 130). Here, the mutual interaction of the above factors is analyzed under
controlled experimental settings. Human endothelia supported by flat or grooved substrates
are exposed to a pro-inflammatory milieu and to increasing levels of wall shear stress. The
effects of such combined stimuli are investigated to reveal that surface topography enables
endothelial monolayers to resist the detrimental environment created by TNF-α and
supraphysiological flow, alone or in combination.
In particular, the interaction between endothelial cells and gratings counteracts TNF-
signaling thus demoting the downstream expression of its effectors (Figure 24), and the
translocation of NF-kB to the nucleus (Figure 22). This inhibition is linked to an increased
resistance of monolayers under flow, as they maintain their intact integrity in otherwise
disruptive conditions. Such effect appears within the time frame of few hours and can
therefore not be ascribed to a genetic-driven adaptation of the cell phenotype, but rather to a
direct modulation of existing cellular machineries mediating the monolayer anchorage to the
substrate. This hypothesis is supported by experiments demonstrating that AJs are stabilized
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via the inhibition of Vascular Endothelial Cadherin phosphorylation (Figure 26). At the same
time, focal adhesion maturation is supported by gratings (51) through the stable recruitment of
adaptor proteins (Figure 28).
Surface topography has thus an immediate strengthening effect, that becomes evident at an
early point upon exposure of cells to flow and TNF- ((64),Figure 25). In particular, while
cell adhesion to flat substrates is compromised and lost within the first 16 hours, the
monolayers grown on gratings preserve full junctional integrity (Figure 25) as reported by the
Vascular Endothelial Cadherin connectivity ((64, 130), Figure 25). Variations of the
monolayer connectivity index, while not providing information on its functional integrity, can
resolve an initial decrease of mechanical stability which anticipates the loss of cell-to-cell
adhesions and the ensuing monolayer impairment (130). Long-term endothelialization
necessitates a sustained reinforcement, which may be achieved by a control of physiological
gene expression. To this end, a significant reduction of NF-kB activity may contribute to
counteracting the chronic effect, resulting from the activation of the endothelial inflammatory
pathways. The ultimate validation of this endothelialization strategy will require long-term
data obtained from in vivo experiments.
The direct surface structuring of target interfaces brings with it the significant advantage of
zero biochemical modification of biomaterials comprising actual cardiovascular devices. This
process is scalable and can be precisely applied to regions of the device where
endothelialization is needed and possible. Structuring approaches may be adapted to the
materials comprising the target devices, yet surface geometry represents an independent
substrate parameter, therefore providing an additional degree of freedom in the modulation of
endothelial response.
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4.6. Conclusions
Taken together, the data here presented demonstrate that rationally-designed surface
topography reinforces endothelial monolayer integrity, counteracting TNF-α-induced chronic
inflammation expected at the luminal surface of cardiovascular implants in contact with
blood. Gratings with optimized feature size and orientation prevent the detachment of
endothelial cells exposed to supraphysiological WSS values, reinforcing both cell-to-cell and
cell-to-substrate adhesions. This provides an opening for new strategies to achieve a better
long-term endothelialization of artificial substrates to be used for cardiovascular implants.
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5. COMPLEX BI-STABLE POLARITY OF ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
UNDER FLOW

This chapter will be submitted as:
Georgios Stefopoulos*, Tobias Lendenmann*, Costanza Giampietro, Dimos Poulikakos and
Aldo Ferrari, Complex bi-stable polarity of endothelia cells under flow, in preparation

5.1. Introduction
Endothelial cells (ECs) lining blood vessels are constantly exposed to the frictional drag
exerted from blood flow (25). The magnitude and direction of flow-mediated wall shear stress
(WSS) varies highly across the vascular tree (90). ECs sense, adapt and respond to these
different flow patterns by specific alteration of their phenotype and gene expression. In
particular, high magnitude of unidirectional laminar flow WSS inhibits cell cycle progression
and stabilizes vessels (145, 146). Moreover, ECs become elongated and aligned parallel to the
direction of the flow, through a coordinated remodeling of their adherens junctions and actin
cytoskeleton, overall yielding an anti-atherogenic phenotype (147, 148). On the contrary, low
magnitude or disturbed laminar flow WSS, increase turnover of ECs and induce inflammatory
responses yielding an atherogenic phenotype (147, 149). Additionally, at sites of branching in
vivo, characterized by disturbed flow conditions, ECs are larger and more rounded, with no
visible alignment in the direction of the flow (150).
An exception to the abovementioned phenotypic characteristics is represented by ECs of
the aortic valves. In vivo, valvular ECs arrange their long axis parallel to the circumferentially
aligned underlying tissue, and thus perpendicular to the direction of flow (151). Importantly,
this effect is decoupled from the underlying orientation of collagen fibers, and evidence
indicates that valvular ECs align perpendicular to flow even without the presence of an
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aligned substrate (152, 153). This response is dependent on changes in cytoskeletal actin
filaments and results in prominent stress fibers along the long axis of the cell (152).
Importantly, unique difference is that valvular ECs experience supraphysiological levels of
WSS (154). Interestingly, it has been reported that other EC types can also obtain a
perpendicular to the flow orientation, in conditions of high WSS (145). This increment in the
WSS magnitude could, therefore, act as the trigger to direct the different phenotypic response.
However, no temporal characterization of this behavior has been reported and the
abovementioned hypothesis remains unanswered.
Different structures, located in the apical, junctional, and basal surface of ECs, have been
identified as potential shear stress sensors (155). These mechanosensors orchestrate EC
function under WSS. In particular, they sense blood flow and transduce extracellular physical
forces into intracellular biochemical signaling (156). The most studied and described
mechanosensor is a junctional complex consisting of VEGFRs, VE-cadherin and Pecam-1
(157). Pecam-1 is an adhesion molecule that directly transmits mechanical forces and
activates Src family kinases (158). Simultaneously, VE-cadherin functions as a junctional
adaptor and directly regulates WSS responses through its phosphorylation (102, 159).
Transmembrane receptors that regulate adhesion between actin cytoskeleton and
extracellular matrix, integrins, are also considered basal sensors of shear stress, although
evidence that they are direct shear stress sensors is limited. It has been shown, however, that
integrins are activated upon application of WSS to the mechanosensory complex VEGFRs,
VE-cadherin and Pecam-1 (89). This supports the formation of new focal contacts with the
underlying ECM. Hence, the junctional complex may communicate with integrins through
biochemical signals and force transmission through the actin cytoskeleton (160). A current
tool, traction force microscopy, can be utilized to experimentally access such cellular forces
and track the temporal evolution of substrate traction exerted from endothelia under different
WSS magnitudes (67). However, documentation of such processes is lacking from literature.
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Moreover, no study measured the evolution of those forces for a prolonged period of time or
under high magnitudes of flow induced WSS.
The differences of EC responses are mainly attributed to the expression of different genes,
mediated by the activity of flow-regulated transcription factors (161). How exactly these
factors are mobilized, however, is poorly understood. Recently, YAP has been identified as a
new flow-responsive transcriptional factor (162). YAP shuttles between the cytoplasm and the
nucleus and its localization and transcriptional activity are regulated by different patterns of
blood flow (163). In particular, downregulation of YAP transcriptional activity inhibits
inflammation and delays atherogenesis development (162). On the other hand, atheropronedisturbed flow increases YAP activity resulting in EC proliferation and activation of a proinflammatory program that contributes to atherosclerotic plaque formation. Interestingly,
YAP activity is coupled with the activation of integrins, with a recently reported mechanism
suggesting that unidirectional WSS activates integrins which, in turn, facilitate YAP nuclear
exportation (162, 163). Moreover, YAP activity regulates the formation of focal adhesions,
thus stabilizing the anchorage of cells (164).
In this part of the thesis, we report on the behavior of confluent human endothelia,
exposed to supraphysiological WSS. Temporal quantification of endothelia alignment under
flow reveals that isotropic endothelia (i.e. no preferential orientation) obtain a perpendicular
to the flow orientation after exposure to supraphysiological magnitudes of WSS. To fully
characterize the phenomenon, we perform fluorescent microscopy in order to reveal the
migration patterns of endothelia as well as track over time their biological polarization, based
on live fluorescent staining of the Golgi apparatus. Moreover, we report on the traction force
fingerprint exerted from human endothelia under their phenotypic alteration as well as on the
intercellular stress developed in the endothelium. Our data provide, for the first time, evidence
that the perpendicular to the flow phenotype, enhances endothelia cell retainment under
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hostile mechanical conditions, although the exact mechanisms that orchestrate the
phenomenon, remain unclear and further research is required.

5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1. Substrate preparation
The two components of CY52-276 polydimethylsiloxane (Dow Corning) and 0.05% (v /v)
poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-ethylene oxide) (Polysciences) were mixed thoroughly at a ratio of
9:10 (A:B) for 5 min, degased for 2 min and spin-coated on 170 μm thick cyclic olefin
copolymer (COC) for 1 min at 1500 rpm to achieve a thickness of ~35um. The silicone was
then cured at 70° C for 30 min. Afterwards, the substrates were kept at all stages in a clean,
dust-free and dry environment to prevent fouling. With respect to ageing properties of
polydimethylsiloxanes, we always used CY52-276 samples of the same age for experiments
(2 weeks). The quantum dots (QDs) were deposited on the substrate by electrohydrodynamic
nanodripprinting, as reported previously (67). Briefly, the substrate is placed on a conducting
grounded plate. A gold-coated glass capillary with an opening diameter of 1–1.5 um is filled
with the QD dispersion and brought within 5 um of the substrate using a piezoelectric stage
with nanometer precision. By applying voltage pulses between the nozzle and the grounded
plate, nanoscale droplets with a diameter of 50–100 nm are rapidly ejected from the apex of a
larger meniscus formed at the nozzle exit with frequencies of 100–200 Hz. The droplets land
softly on the substrate (no splashing or sizable spreading) and the tetradecane evaporates
before the arrival of the next droplet, leaving behind only the nanoparticle content. To print
one nanodisc of the triangular array, DC voltages of 200–250 V are applied for 70 ms. In this
manner, the QDs of several nanodroplets land at the same location each time and form
collectively one brightly emitting disc at a well-defined position. Arbitrary patterns are
created moving the substrate with the piezoelectric stage. Voltage, pulse length and stage
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position are controlled using a custom-built control unit. The electrohydrodynamic nanodripprinting technology can be commercially obtained through an ETH Zurich spin-off company
(http://www.scrona.ch).
5.2.2. Cell culture, coating and seeding
Primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs; Invitrogen, USA) were grown
in medium 200PRF supplemented with fetal bovine serum 2% v/v, hydrocortisone 1 mg/ml,
human epidermal factor 10 ng/ml, basic fibroblast growth factor 3 ng/ml and heparin 10
mg/ml (all reagents from Invitrogen) and were incubated at 37oC and 5% CO2. All reported
experiments were performed using cells with less than six passages in vitro. The substrates
were incubated in a custom-built vacuum oven at 90 oC for 4 h, washed 1 min in methanol
and incubated for another 2 h in the vacuum to remove ligands and anneal QDs to the
silicone. They were subsequently coated with 1,5% gelatin (104070, Merck Millipore, USA).
Then, the surfaces were washed twice with warm PBS before applying medium and seeding
cells at desired concentrations. To generate a confluent monolayer, cells were seeded on the
surfaces at high density (3.5-5 x 104 cell/cm2) and cultured for three days.
5.2.3. Experiments under flow
A custom-designed parallel plate flow chamber was used to apply a constant shear stress to
endothelial cell monolayers (Figure 20) (64, 130, 165). The shear stress applied on the cells
can be expressed as a function of the channel dimensions (width, w and height, h), medium
properties (viscosity, μ) and volumetric flow rate (Q̇) using the analytical solution for WSS in
a rectangular channel: τ = 6Qμ/wh2. In particular, the channel geometry ensures the
attainment of fully developed laminar flow for conditions generating WSS values up to 12 Pa
. Therefore, no flow recirculation was present when exposing endothelial monolayers to flow.
While channel dimensions and medium properties were fixed in our experimental setup (w =
20 mm, h= 0.3 mm, μ = 8.4*10-4 Pa) the flow rate was controlled using a peristaltic roller
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pump (P-1500, Harvard Apparatus) to apply WSS of 1.4, 4 and 8 Pa to ECs, depending on the
experiment. A custom made glass compliance element was inserted between the roller pump
and the flow chamber to dampen flow pulsation. The flow chamber was connected to the
pump with Tygon Tubing (Saint-Gobain, France) certified for low cytoxicity.
Endothelia monolayers were transiently labelled with Golgi-RFP (CellLight Golgi RFP,
Bac Mam, Invitrogen) for visualization of the Golgi apparatus, 24 hours prior to the
experiment. Post incubation, media was exchanged with fresh and cells were stained with
NucBlue (NucNlue Live ReadyProbes Reagent, R37605, ThermoFisher) 35 minutes before
the experiment. The substrates supporting fluorescently labeled endothelial monolayers were
then placed in a COC frame on the interior part of the polycarbonate flow chamber and the
upper part of the chamber was mounted on top. The assembled flow chamber was then filled
with medium and incubated at 37oC and CO2 concentration of 5%.
5.2.4. Antibodies
The following primary antibodies were used: goat anti-VEC (1:200, Vascular Endothelial
Cadherin; #6458) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (USA), mouse monoclonal anti-YAP
(1:100, Santa Cruz Bioscience). The secondary antibodies were donkey anti-goat–Alexa 488
(Invitrogen, A11055) and donkey anti-mouse-Alexa 555 (Invitrogen, A21202).
5.2.5. Immunostaining
At the end of the endothelialization experiments, HUVECs were fixed for 20 min with 2%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) at room temperature. Next, the cells were permeabilized with 1%
Triton x-100 in PBS for 5 min. After washing the samples three times for 5 min with PBS,
they were incubated in 5% w/v bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in PBS for 2 h
at room temperature. The samples were incubated with the respective antibodies (See
Antibodies section) or with TRITC-phalloidin, overnight at 4oC.
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Subsequently, the samples were rinsed 2 times for 30 min with PBS and then 2 times for
30 min with 5% BSA in PBS. They were then incubated with the corresponding secondary
antibodies for 45 min at room temperature. Finally, the samples were washed 4 times for 30
min with PBS. For staining of nuclei, Hoechst was added at 10 μg ml-1 during a washing step.
5.2.6. Cell microscopy
The dynamics of ECs under flow were monitored using an inverted Nikon-Ti wide-field
microscope (Nikon, Japan) and an incubation chamber (Life Imaging Services, Switzerland).
Both the flow chamber and the medium reservoir were maintained at a controlled temperature
of 37 °C and CO2 concentration of 5%. Images were collected with a 20x, 0.45 NA longdistance objective (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan). The time-lapse experiment was set to routinely
collect images, in different spatial positions of the sample, in the DAPI (nuclei) and TRITC
(Golgi apparatus or fluorescent QDs) channel with a time resolution of 20 or 30 min.
Immunostained samples of HUVECs for VEC, Actin and YAP were acquired with a 60X,
1.4 NA oil immersion objective (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan), using a FITC filter, a TRITC
filter and a DAPI filter for the cell nuclei. Acquisition was done using an inverted Nikon-Ti
spinning disk confocal microscope (Nikon, Japan) equipped with an Andor DU-888 camera
(Oxford Instruments, UK) and a pE-100 LED illumination system (CoolLED Ltd, Andover,
United Kingdom).
5.2.7. Image Analysis
A measure for the cell alignment was obtained from the DIC images using the
“Directionality” tool of Fiji (national Institues of Health, USA). The initially obtained values,
in degrees, have a range of 0o to 90o. A value of 0o indicates perfect, parallel to the flow
alignment, whereas an alignment of 90o corresponds to an alignment perpendicular to the
flow. A value of 45o depicts no preferential alignment of the structures in the image and
therefore such values where calculated for randomly oriented endothelia under static
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conditions (i.e. isotropic endothelia). The temporal value of alignment was normalized to the
respective alignment value under static conditions (i.e. before onset of flow). Therefore, a
value greater than 1.0 depicts an orientation perpendicular to the flow direction, whereas a
value lower that 1.0 depicts an alignment parallel to the flow.
To evaluate the monolayer polarization over time we used a custom made algorithm
utilizing Imaris and MATLAB (Figure 29). First, fluorescent time lapse images of nuclei and
Golgi were imported in Imaris. Structures were detected using the spot detection frame-wise
in Imaris. The coordinates of the cellular structures were imported to MATLAB, where they
were processed with the following protocol: from the detected nuclei a voronoi tessellation
was generated. Detected Golgi that are located within a voronoi cell of a nucleus, are
associated to that respective nucleus. For cases that more than one Golgi was detected, the
final position was determined by averaging their weighted positions. The weight for the
positions decreased with increasing distance from the nucleus. Last, a vector from the center
of the nucleus to the weighted Golgi position is created, who’s angle is the measure of
polarization direction. These angles were grouped into four categories in respect to the
direction of flow, namely front, back, top, and bottom (Figure 29).
For the migration experiments, first the position of fluorescent nuclei was detected using
Imaris. The position of the nuclei over time was then tracked in MATLAB using a custom
made algorithm. The lower detection limit for actual migration was set to 10 μm/h, below
which the cells were considered stationary. Subsequently, direction of migration was grouped
in the respective categories of front, back, top, bottom and stationary (Figure 29).
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Figure 29 Demonstration of the quantification algorithm result. DIC image (left), fluorescent nuclei (blue,
right) and Golgi apparatus (red, right) are detected and segmented using Imaris (see Materials &
Methods). The Cartesian positions of the center of mass of the detected Nuclei (blue dot) and Golgi (green
cross) are then imported to MATLAB, to compute cell polarity and migration. The resulting
quantification of polarization (yellow arrow) and direction of migration (red arrow) are overlaid on the
fluorescent image.

The traction forces were calculated frame-by-frame utilizing the cTFM software (67). The
detection and meshing was done in MATLAB, as described previously (67). In brief, a
threshold is applied to the image and the connected pixel islands are identified as QD
nanodiscs. Next, a triangular mesh with a two-step custom-build algorithm is constructed. The
regular initial arrangement of the QD nanodiscs permits the reconstruction of the reference
configuration without acquiring a load-free image, exploiting the fact that the reference
distance between two neighbouring nanodiscs is known and same for all nanodiscs.
Minimization of the potential energy relaxes the deformed mesh network towards the steadystate solution, which corresponds to the stress-free configuration where all the springs have
the same initial length. The final traction stress field is obtained using a custom high111

resolution nonlinear RGM framework and a commercial finite element code (Abaqus,
Dassault Systemes). For the calculation of intercellular stresses, the protocol suggested from
Tambe et al (68) was used. According to this, for each spatial and temporal position the
intracellular stresses were calculated.
For the colocalization analysis between YAP and nuclei, the Pearson’s coefficient was
extracted from each image stack using the colocalization section of Imaris (Bitplane,
Switzerland). Before the colocalization analysis, the “Background Substraction” function of
Imaris was applied to both the blue and red channels. During the colocalization analysis,
threshold values calculated based on (107) were imposed for both channels.
5.2.8. Statistical Analysis
The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to test for normality of data. For non-normal distributed
data, Mann–Whitney U test or Wilcoxon signed-ranked test was performed. Boxes in all box
plots extend from the 25th to the 75th percentiles, with a line at the median and a square
representing the mean. Whiskers extend to 1.5x IQR (inter-quantile range) or the max/min
data points if they fall within 1.5xIQR. The total number of events counted is shown in the
graphs. The number of independent experiments is reported as n’ and the number of total
fields of view or cells analyzed is shown as n.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Supraphysiological WSS induces perpendicular to the flow alignment of
human endothelia
Differentiated endothelial monolayers in vivo are characterized by the alignment of cells
along the direction flow. We, and others, have reported, however, that ECs can obtain a
perpendicular to the flow orientation, depending on the WSS magnitude they are exposed (64,
166, 167). It is also speculated that there is a threshold value of flow induced WSS, above
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which this change occurs (167). Importantly, most of the above observations were conducted
with ECs adhering on non-physiologically rigid substrates (64, 145, 166-168). Therefore, in
order to fully decouple the substrate stiffness, we used a spin-coated silicon polymer with a
physiological elastic modulus (169). Human endothelia seeded on this substrate, yielded a
fully confluent monolayer under static conditions, as depicted from VE-Cadherin staining
(t=0 min, Figure 33A). Importantly, this is the starting condition of the monolayers for all the
conducted experiments under flow.
To measure the temporal evolution of EC alignment under flow, time lapse DIC imaging
was used. We normalized cellular orientation with the value obtained for endothelia under
static conditions (Material & Methods). According to this, normalized alignment of 1.0
depicts no preferential orientation of the monolayer, isotropic endothelia. Values greater than
1.0 report perpendicular and values lower than 1.0 parallel to the flow alignment (left hand
side, Figure 30). We then subjected human endothelia to a supraphysiological WSS challenge.
In particular, the WSS profile starts with a preconditioning of the endothelium with
physiological flow for 1.5 h and then the WSS increases to supraphysiological magnitude of 8
Pa (hereafter spWSS profile, dash gray line, Figure 30). Confluent HUVECs, adhering on a
physiologically stiff substrate, aligned perpendicular to the flow once exposed to spWSS
profile (t= 600 min, black line, Figure 30). Temporal quantification of alignment showed that
orientation reached a plateau, after 450 min of exposure to 8 Pa of WSS. Therefore, confluent
HUVEC monolayers attain a perpendicular to the flow alignment, yielding a stable
perpendicular to the flow orientation (hereafter perpendicular state) after exposure to spWSS.
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Figure 30 Temporal quantification of normalized EC alignment (black line, left vertical axis) upon
exposure to spWSS challenge (dash gray line, right vertical axis). Cell cartoons (left hand side) depict the
EC phenotype for the respective normalized alignment value. The magnitude and duration of laminar
flow induced WSS is shown with a dash gray line (right vertical axis). Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean. The number of analyzed fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent
experiments as n’. Non-significant differences are indicated as n.s.

Then, we asked the question, whether this process is reversible. To answer, we exposed
once again confluent endothelia to spWSS, until perpendicular state was completed (Figure
31). After the required elapsed time, we decreased the WSS to physiological levels (t=570
min, dash gray line, Figure 31). Endothelia that were vertical to the flow (t=570 min, red line
Figure 31), lost their perpendicular to the flow alignment once exposed to physiological levels
of WSS. Importantly, for the same duration under physiological flow, endothelia yielded
eventually an isotropic alignment, close to that of ECs under static conditions. These data
suggest that perpendicular state is dynamic and modulation of WSS magnitude can induce
transition to and away from it.
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Figure 31 Temporal quantification of normalized EC alignment (red line, left vertical axis) upon exposure
to spWSS profile followed by physiological WSS (dash gray line, right vertical axis). Representative DIC
images of endothelia are shown for 270 min (1) and 800 min (2) of exposure to the respective WSS levels.
Cell cartoons (left hand side) depict the EC phenotype for the respective normalized alignment value.
Flow direction is depicted by a black arrow. The magnitude of laminar flow induced WSS is shown with a
dash gray line (right vertical axis). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The number of
analyzed fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’.

As a next step, we rationalized whether transition to perpendicular alignment would also
occur for endothelia that are pre-aligned along the direction of the flow. To tackle this
hypothesis, we exposed confluent endothelia to a different WSS profile. It involved a first
period of long preconditioning with physiological WSS of 1.4 Pa, followed by
supraphysiological level of WSS at 8 Pa (hereafter lpWSS profile, dash gray line, Figure 32).
Initial long preconditioning induced parallel to the flow alignment of the endothelium (t = 400
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min, red line, Figure 32). Black line on Figure 32 serves as baseline normalized alignment for
endothelia exposed to 4 Pa WSS (t=400 min, black line, Figure 32). Interestingly, pre-aligned
endothelia, did not align perpendicular to the direction of the flow, after exposure to
supraphysiological WSS (t=700 min, red line, Figure 32). Temporal quantification of
directionality, revealed that eventually they obtain a random orientation. Onset of
supraphysiological WSS (t=480 min, Figure 32) tends to initially align endothelia along the
direction of the flow. As time progresses, however, endothelia obtain a random orientation.
Therefore, perpendicular state of endothelia is achieved only when randomly oriented
monolayers are exposed to supraphysiological WSS.
In order to obtain insight on the distribution of actin filaments and cell-to-cell junctions of
the monolayers, we conducted immunofluorescence imaging of VE-Cadherin and actin
filaments. HUVEC monolayers under the perpendicular state are well connected and feature
intact cell-cell junctions with the actin filaments aligned perpendicular to the direction of the
flow (t=600 min, Figure 33A). Interestingly, for endothelia exposed to lpWSS, initial
preconditioning yielded an endothelium aligned along the flow (bottom, t=300 min, Figure
33B). However, exposure of the endothelium to supraphysiological WSS, started to affect
endothelial connectivity up to the point where holes started to create in the endothelium and
diffusion of VE-Cadherin to the cytoplasm occurred (small white arrows, Figure 33B),
indications of a compromised endothelium. The above results provide evidence that the
perpendicular state assists the preservation of endothelial connectivity under hostile
mechanical conditions.
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Figure 32 Temporal quantification of normalized EC alignment (red line, left vertical axis) upon exposure
to lpWSS profile (dash gray line). Black line serves as a baseline for normalized alignment of endothelia
exposed to 4 Pa WSS. Representative DIC images of endothelia are shown for 300 min (1’) of exposure to
physiological WSS and 900 min of exposure to spWSS. Cell cartoons (left hand side) depict the EC
phenotype for the respective normalized alignment value. Flow direction is depicted by a black arrow. The
magnitude of laminar flow induced WSS is shown with a dash gray line (right vertical axis. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean. The number of analyzed fields of view is reported as n and the
number of independent experiments as n’.
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Figure 33 Fluorescent immunostaining of VE-Cadherin (green, top rows), nuclei (blue, top rows) and actin
filaments (red, bottom rows) for human endothelia exposed to spWSS (A) and lpWSS (B) profile. The
respective duration of exposure to WSS is indicated on top of each column, with t=0 min corresponding to
static endothelia. The WSS profiles are the same as those illustrated in Figure 30 and Figure 32.
Representative images from n’=8 independent experiments are presented. Scale bar applies to all images.
Flow direction is depicted by a white arrow in the middle column. Areas were denudation of the
endothelium occurs are indicated with small white arrows.
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5.3.2. Biological polarization of endothelia under supraphysiological WSS
During cell migration, key intracellular structures, including the actin network, Golgi
apparatus, microtubule-organizing center, and plasma membrane, polarize to support cell
displacement (170). This re-positioning of the Golgi apparatus and the microtubule organizing
center, in particular, is thought to facilitate secretory trafficking of proteins towards the
leading edge of migration (171). Therefore, the relative positioning between nucleus and
Golgi can be used as a proxy to compute cellular polarization (172).
ECs polarization in vivo is both vessel and age specific, ECs on arteries depict a
polarization against the flow, whereas ECs lining veins have a polarization along the flow
(173, 174). To decouple this effect, in all polarization experiments, we used the same passage
of cells. Importantly, EC polarization (either against or along the flow) is reported to be
mostly parallel to the alignment of actin cytoskeleton (175). We wanted to test, therefore,
whether the observed perpendicular cytoskeletal organization would coincide with the
biological polarization. In order to reveal EC polarization, we transiently labelled ECs with
Golgi-RFP (Materials & Methods) and fluorescently revealed EC nuclei (Materials &
Methods, Figure 34A). Next, we computed the polarization for each individual cell in the
monolayer (Figure 34B, Materials & Methods) and classified all the polarization values in
respect to the direction of laminar flow (Figure 34C).
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Figure 34 (A) Live fluorescent staining of HUVECs transiently labelled with Golgi-RFP (red) and nuclei
(blue). (B) Schematic representation of cell polarization definition, the angle phi (φ) corresponds to the
direction of polarity. (C) Classification of polarization, based on the relative position between Golgi and
nucleus in respect to the direction of laminar flow.

We, then, subjected isotropically oriented endothelia to the spWSS profile. Onset of
supraphysiological flow, immediately polarized half the cells in the monolayer against the
flow direction (front, yellow line, t=200min, Figure 35B). We observed minimum
polarization along the direction of the flow, only 5% of the total ECs (back, blue line, Figure
35B). Interestingly, most ECs yielded a polarization parallel to the direction of the flow,
despite perpendicular orientation of the actin filaments. Reducing WSS magnitude to
physiological levels, reduced the number of ECs polarized against the flow (t=800 min,
Figure 34B). These data suggest that supraphysiological WSS induces strong polarization of
the Golgi against the flow. Moreover, biological polarization is decoupled from actin
orientation.
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Figure 35 (A) Differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC, top row) of confluent endothelia and
fluorescent image depicting Golgi (red) and nucleus (blue), before onset of flow (t=0 min), 440 min and
840 min under flow. (B) Corresponding quantification depicting percentage of total cells in the monolayer
with a polarization against (front, yellow line) and along (back, blue line) the flow as well as vertical (top,
bottom, orange and purple lines) to the flow (left vertical axis). The magnitude and duration of laminar
flow induced WSS is shown with a dash gray line (right vertical axis). Flow direction is depicted by a
white arrow. The number of analyzed fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent
experiments as n’.
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At a consecutive step, we exposed confluent, randomly oriented endothelia, to the lpWSS
profile. We followed again, through time lapse fluorescence imaging, the evolution of
polarization (Figure 36). Initial preconditioning of the endothelium with physiological WSS,
induced a front polarization of the endothelium, increasing as time elapsed (t=400min, front,
yellow line, Figure 36B). Transitioning to supraphysiological WSS, the amount of ECs
placing their Golgi against the direction of the flow rapidly increased (t=650min, front,
yellow line, Figure 36B). These results support further the hypothesis that EC polarization is
severely dependent on the magnitude of WSS.
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Figure 36 (A) Differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC, top row) of confluent endothelia and
fluorescent image depicting Golgi (red) and nucleus (blue) before onset of flow (t=0 min), 400 min and 840
min under flow.. (B) Corresponding quantification depicting percentage of total cells in the monolayer
with a polarization against (front, yellow line) and along (back, blue line) the flow as well as vertical (top,
bottom, orange and purple lines) to the flow (left vertical axis). The magnitude of laminar flow induced
WSS is shown with a dash gray line (right vertical axis). Flow direction is depicted by a white arrow. The
number of analyzed fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’.
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5.3.3. Perpendicular to the flow alignment enhances cell retainment
Cell polarization is coupled with cell migration under different biological processes (176).
To investigate further the functional differences between the two phenotypes, we utilized the
nuclei signal in order to compute the direction of cell displacement. We binned the direction
of cellular displacement using the same reference system as for polarization (Figure 34).
According to this, back corresponds to the percentage of cells that are displaced along the
flow, front against the flow and top and bottom depict vertical to the flow displacements. We
also used an additional classification, stationary, corresponding to ECs in the monolayer that
move less than 10 μm/min.
For the spWSS profile (Figure 37A), onset of supraphysiological WSS, affected massively
the kinetics of ECs. Initially, most ECs remained stationary, with the number increasing
rapidly as the orientation becomes perpendicular (t=500min, stationary, green line, Figure
37A). Moreover, onset of supraphysiological WSS initially increased ECs displacement along
the flow (back, blue line, Figure 37A). Importantly, as ECs start to adopt a more pronounced
perpendicular to the flow phenotype, the amount of ECs displaced along the flow vastly
reduced (t=550 min, back, Figure 37A). Interestingly, reducing the flow to physiological WSS
slightly affected the kinetics of the endothelium.
For pre-aligned endothelia, exposed to lpWSS, onset of physiological WSS increased over
time the stationary ECs (stationary, green line, Figure 37B). The tendency of cells to move
towards other directions remained on similar levels. Importantly, onset of supraphysiological
WSS, created strong displacement of ECs along the direction of flow (t=600 min, Figure 37B)
and reduction of stationary ECs, indication that ECs are severely dragged from the flow.
These data provide further evidence that the perpendicular state, contributes to EC retainment
under supraphysiological WSS, failure of ECs to align perpendicular to the flow leads to EC
washout.
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Figure 37 Moving median of the direction of cell movement over time for spWSS profile (A) and lpWSS
profile (B). The percentage of cells in the monolayer moving along the flow (yellow line, Front), against the
flow (blue line, Back) and vertical to the flow (purple and orange line, Bottom and Top) as well as ECs in
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the monolayer that show a displacement less than 10 μm/min and considered stationary (green line,
Stationary) are depicted (left vertical axis). The magnitude and duration of laminar flow induced WSS is
shown with a dash gray line (right vertical axis). The number of analyzed cells is reported as n and the
number of independent experiments as n’.

5.3.4. Traction force microscopy and monolayer stress microscopy reveal
relaxation of the monolayer after phenotypic alteration
Traction force microscopy (TFM) is a powerful tool to experimentally assess cellular
forces exerted from cells on the substrate. These forces are transmitted to the extracellular
surroundings through adhesions and enable shape changes and directional migration (177). In
order to directly measure the synergy between flow sensing and traction force generation from
EC monolayers we utilized a TFM platform, previously developed from our lab (67).
We measured the traction force fingerprint exerted from monolayers, when they undergo
phenotypic change during the different WSS profiles (Figure 38). We, then, calculated the
magnitude, location and direction of the forces applied from ECs to their underlying soft
substrate. The respective traction force data were normalized to the initial value,
corresponding to endothelia under static conditions and before onset of flow (t=0 min, red
line, Figure 38). For the perpendicular state, supraphysiological WSS induced a steep
increment of the traction force magnitude, with maximum values at t=260 min (red line,
Figure 38A and C). After the t=300 min mark, traction magnitude steadily decreased and
remained at constant levels (Figure 38A and C).
Computing the RMS value of the traction field and dividing with the average value of
traction force magnitude, represents a quantification of traction force anisotropy (Figure 38B).
Traction force anisotropy increased after initiation of supraphysiological WSS and showed a
dynamic temporal distribution. Interestingly, anisotropy and traction force maxima occur at
different time points. Color maps of the traction force magnitude are also shown in Figure
38C. These maps exhibit high heterogeneity, with many hot spots, arising in the monolayer.
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Traction force magnitude, however, is comprised both from the component along the flow
(Tx) and perpendicular to the flow (Ty). Interestingly, the magnitude of the Ty component
was notably increased in comparison to the Tx component for the perpendicular state
(compare Figure 39A with Figure 40A). Therefore, perpendicular to the flow transformation
is accompanied with an initial increment and a consecutive reduction of the traction force
magnitude. Moreover, monolayers exert higher traction vertical to the flow rather than along
the flow.
Exposure of randomly oriented endothelia to physiological WSS caused alteration of the
traction force field. Onset of physiological WSS increased initially the traction forces to
values similar to supraphysiological WSS. Traction force magnitude, however, did not reduce
significantly, as in the previous case (compare Figure 38A and Figure 38D). Importantly,
increasing the flow to supraphysiological magnitude induced a monotonical decrease of
traction magnitude, eventually leading to levels similar to static conditions (t=700 min, Figure
38D). Interestingly, traction force anisotropy remained at lower levels, in comparison to the
supraphysiological WSS. Importantly, computation of Tx and Ty components, revealed that
traction force component along the direction of the flow was higher than the component
vertical to the flow (compare Figure 39C with Figure 40C), for the physiological WSS
exposure. The above results suggest that WSS magnitude directly affects the traction force
fingerprint of endothelia. Moreover, EC cytoskeletal alignment is coupled with higher forces
to the respective direction.
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Figure 38 Moving median (red line) reporting the normalized traction force magnitude for monolayers
exposed to the WSS profile yielding perpendicular orientation (A). Computed anisotropy of the traction
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force magnitude (B). Wall shear stress magnitude and duration is depicted by a dashed gray line, in the
right hand side axis. (C) Corresponding DIC images (Gray scale, top row) and fluorescent nuclei (blue,
top row) and their respective traction force maps reporting the magnitude for different time points after
onset of flow (bottom row). (D) Moving median reporting the normalized traction force magnitude for
monolayers exposed to the lpWSS profile. Computed anisotropy of the traction force map magnitude (E).
Wall shear stress magnitude and duration is depicted by a dashed gray line, in the right hand side axis. (F)
Corresponding DIC images (Gray scale, top row) and fluorescent nuclei (blue, top row) and their
respective traction force maps reporting the magnitude for different time points after onset of flow
(bottom row). Red line corresponds to the moving median of the data (n=3). Error bars depict the
standard error of the mean. The flow direction is depicted by a white arrow. The number of analyzed
fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’.
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Figure 39 Moving median (red line) reporting the normalized horizontal, parallel to the flow, traction
force component (Tx) for monolayers exposed to the spWSS profile (A). Computed anisotropy of the
traction force magnitude (B). Wall shear stress magnitude and duration is depicted by a dashed gray line,
in the right hand side axis. (C) Corresponding DIC images (Gray scale, top row) and fluorescent nuclei
(blue, top row) and their respective traction force maps reporting the parallel to the flow component of
the force for different time points after onset of flow (bottom row). (D) Moving median reporting the
normalized Tx component exposed to the lpWSS profile. (E) Computed anisotropy of the Tx component.
Wall shear stress magnitude and duration is depicted by a dashed gray line, in the right hand side axis. (F)
Corresponding DIC images (Gray scale, top row) and fluorescent nuclei (blue, top row) and their
respective traction force maps reporting the Tx component for different time points after onset of flow
(bottom row). Red line corresponds to the moving median of the data (n=3). Error bars depict the
standard error of the mean. The flow direction is depicted by a white arrow. The number of analyzed
fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’.
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Figure 40 Moving median (red line) reporting the normalized horizontal, vertical to the flow, traction
force component (Ty) for monolayers exposed to the spWSS profile (A). Computed anisotropy of the
traction force magnitude (B). Wall shear stress magnitude and duration is depicted by a dashed gray line,
in the right hand side axis. (C) Corresponding DIC images (Gray scale, top row) and fluorescent nuclei
(blue, top row) and their respective traction force maps reporting the parallel to the flow component of
the force for different time points after onset of flow (bottom row). (D) Moving median reporting the
normalized Ty component exposed to the lpWSS profile. (E) Computed anisotropy of the Ty component.
Wall shear stress magnitude and duration is depicted by a dashed gray line, in the right hand side axis. (F)
Corresponding DIC images (Gray scale, top row) and fluorescent nuclei (blue, top row) and their
respective traction force maps reporting the Ty component for different time points after onset of flow
(bottom row). Red line corresponds to the moving median of the data (n=3). Error bars depict the
standard error of the mean. The flow direction is depicted by a white arrow. The number of analyzed
fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent experiments as n’.

To assess how these mechanical forces affected tension within cells, we computed the
two-dimensional stress tensor in the monolayer using monolayer stress microscopy (68). As a
first step, we normalized all von Mises stresses to the initial conditions, with the same manner
as the traction force magnitude. For the perpendicular state, supraphysiological flow
application rapidly increased the von Misses stresses, reaching a value two times higher than
the baseline (t=270 min, Figure 41A), with the spatial resolution of the stresses being
supracellular (Figure 41C). Interestingly, after the 300 min time point, and when the reorientation of the monolayer reaches completion, the stresses reduced to levels similar to
static conditions, indicating an overall relaxation of intercellular stresses in the monolayer
(t=500 min, Figure 41A and C).
For endothelia exposed to physiological WSS, monolayer stress microscopy revealed
that onset of physiological flow slightly increased the von Mises stresses, reaching a
maximum at t=200 min (Figure 41B), with a value of 1.25 times the baseline. After this time
point, the monolayer relaxed to baseline levels after the elapsed time of 300 min. Interestingly,
increasing the WSS magnitude to supraphysiological levels at this time, resulted in a vastly
different response, with the intercellular stresses reducing even further and becoming
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completely constant over time (Figure 41B). The above data demonstrate, that perpendicular
to the flow orientation of the monolayer is accompanied by a relaxation of the intracellular
stresses, supporting the hypothesis that this phenotypic transformation of the endothelium
assists cellular survival under aggressive physical environment.

Figure 41 Moving median reporting the normalized average von Mises stresses for monolayers exposed to
the spWSS profile (A) and lpWSS profile (B). Wall shear stress magnitude and duration is depicted by a
dashed gray line, in the right hand side axis. (C) Corresponding DIC images (Gray scale, top row) and
fluorescent nuclei (blue, top row) and their respective heat maps reporting the von Mises stresses at
different time points after onset of flow, for monolayers exposed to spWSS (C) and lpWSS (D) Red line
corresponds to the moving median of the data (n=3). Error bars depict the standard error of the mean.
The flow direction is depicted by a black arrow. Scale bar corresponds to 50 μm and applies to all the
panels. The number of analyzed fields of view is reported as n and the number of independent
experiments as n’.
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5.3.5. Perpendicular alignment influences YAP subcellular localization
It has been recently shown that nuclear translocation of YAP is associated with elevated
cellular forces and an apoptotic type of phenotype (178). Moreover, specifically for ECs,
YAP activity inhibition suppresses inflammation and retards atherogenesis (162). In order to
unravel the mechanisms leading to these specific force patterns, we used immunofluorescence
to analyze YAP localization during the perpendicular transformation of the monolayer. In
particular, we stained in two different time points. First, at 300 min. of exposure to spWSS,
where cell perpendicular transformation is not yet complete. Second, at 570 min, where the
perpendicular to the flow alignment is fully developed.
We revealed the nuclei of the ECs simultaneously with the YAP signal and conducted a
colocalization analysis between the two fluorescent channels. Endothelia monolayers under
static conditions yielded small colocalization between yap and nuclei, as previously reported
(179). Exposing the monolayers to spWSS for 300 min, induced a strong translocation of
YAP into the nucleus, and increased the overall Pearson’s coefficient (t=300 min, Figure 42).
Importantly, exposing the ECs to supraphysiological WSS for longer time, thus allowing for
completion of perpendicular orientation, initiated nuclear exportation of YAP, yielding
intermediate colocalization levels of YAP and nuclei. Therefore, perpendicular to the flow
alignment of endothelia, shuttles YAP to the cytoplasm and provides further evidence that this
is a more favorable state.
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Figure 42 (A) Distribution of nuclei (blue, top row) and inverted fluorescence signal of YAP (black,
bottom row) for HUVEC monolayers under static conditions (left column), exposed to spWSS for 300 min
(middle column) and for 570 min (right column). (B) Boxplots reporting the Pearson’s coefficient,
obtained from colocalization analysis between the nuclei signal and the YAP signal. Flow direction is
defined by a black arrow. The number of analyzed fields of view is reported as n and the number of
independent experiments as n’. Significant differences between the populations are indicated (* for
p<0.05, *** for p<0.001).

5.4. Discussion and conclusions
Cells in a confluent endothelium rearrange to align parallel to the direction of
physiological WSS, with a characteristic phenotype witnessed both in vivo and in vitro (64,
156). This reorientation of the monolayer is achieved through remodeling of actin
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cytoskeleton and cell-cell junctions of the monolayer (25, 125). Importantly, this reorientation can be achieved, without compromising monolayer integrity for WSS up to 4 Pa
(64, 165). To this extent, responses of endothelia monolayers under these hemodynamic
conditions are well documented. At high WSS values, however, several observations suggest
that ECs reorient along the direction perpendicular to the flow (64, 167), with this response
not being completely understood.
The here-presented results reveal that confluent HUVEC monolayers, adhering on a
physiologically soft substrate and exposed to supraphysiological WSS, impulsively reorient
their actin cytoskeleton perpendicular to the flow direction (Figure 30 and Figure 33).
Moreover, VE- Cadherin based cell-cell junctions undergo vast remodeling and eventually
attain a similar, perpendicular to the flow, directionality (Figure 33). Furthermore, the
abovementioned phenotypic change is fully dependent on the WSS magnitude, reduction of
the latter leads to loss of endothelial orientation (Figure 31). Importantly, intact integrity of
endothelial cell-cell junctions after exposure to supraphysiological WSS was observed,
underpinning the enhancement of EC survival under the hostile mechanical environment.
The final orientation of the endothelium is also dependent on the initial condition of the
monolayer. Along this direction, in the situation that the endothelium is pre-aligned, through
flow modulated physiological WSS, the final phenotypic form obtained is similar to the one
under static conditions, isotropic orientation (Figure 32). This second phenotypic observation
is accompanied, however, with a loss of endothelium integrity as well as increased EC
washout under supraphysiological WSS (Figure 33 and Figure 37).
The above, provide strong evidence that the perpendicular phenotype is a favorable state,
assisting the survivability of the collective under supraphysiological conditions. This is also
strengthened from an in vivo observation, where valvular ECs, a population of cells
performing endothelial function at the leaflets of the valves, align perpendicular to flow (152).
The reason for this peculiar alignment to the flow is unknown, with hypothesis suggesting that
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high WSS or pressure gradients have causal role (151, 153). Our current data suggest that this
perpendicular to the flow alignment could potentially assist valvular ECs to withstand higher
than physiological WSS levels.
To elucidate the mechanisms behind the perpendicular phenotype, we utilized traction
force microscopy (Figure 38). Onset of supraphysiological WSS initially increased the
traction force magnitude. Simultaneously, we observed strong nuclear localization of YAP
(Figure 42), suggesting a potential mechanism in order to activate cell survival by fostering
anchorage on the substrate (164). At a later time point, as the endothelium completes the
perpendicular orientation, traction magnitude reduces, and YAP nuclear exportation occurs.
Following the perpendicular alignment of actin filaments, traction force magnitude was higher
in the direction vertical to the flow, suggesting that cells apply forces on the actin filaments
through acto-myosin mediated contractility.
For the experimental configuration of physiological WSS, we measured increased traction
force magnitude after onset of flow. This might be due to initial activation of integrins as well
as focal adhesion proteins such as p-FAK, previously shown to be activated from WSS on
ECs (89, 180). Moreover, our results agree with previous observations of traction force
magnitude increment through activation of Rho GTPase (181). Interestingly, for this parallel
to the flow phenotype, traction force component along the flow (Tx) was maximum. In both
phenotypic states, therefore, the direction of maximum traction force magnitude coincides
with the smallest edge of cell-cell junction.
Computation of intercellular stresses, exerted in the collective, revealed information
regarding

junctional

tension.

HUVEC

monolayers,

exposed

immediately

to

supraphysiological WSS, rapidly increased their intercellular tension (Figure 41). As the cells
conclude their perpendicular to the flow alignment, intercellular stresses in the monolayer
reach baseline levels. In the parallel to the flow alignment, we measured smaller stress build
up and then a faster relaxation of the monolayer, suggesting probably quicker adaptability to
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lower WSS. Importantly, when pre-aligned endothelia exposed to supraphysiological WSS,
initially stresses remained constant and then a quick relaxation occurred. This may be due to
loss of monolayer connectivity and the resulting decrease of cell-cell interactions.
These results contribute further to our understanding of EC behavior under
supraphysiological WSS. How exactly all the mechanisms work together to provide the
observations, as well as a direct proof that perpendicular state favors the survivability of the
endothelium is still, however, missing. Further research from our group will be directed to
unraveling the mechanisms, triggering the perpendicular orientation, by looking further at the
direction of maximum intercellular stress. Moreover, we will focus on the role of the
junctions and integrin activation.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1. Results overview
The work presented in this thesis focused on tackling three specific challenges, emerging
from the vision of long term endothelialization of cardiovascular devices.
In order to tackle the foreseen scenario of autologous endothelial cell paucity, this thesis
demonstrated a rational process to obtain complete endothelialization of synthetic substrates
starting from a minimal cell seeding. The strategy relied on the cooperative performance of
two parameters. First, the precise initial seeding of endothelial cells to create multiple discrete
islands of endothelia, with the desired shape and distribution, relative to the substrate. Second,
the juxtaposition of oriented surface textures, that locally guide and support cell migration in
the open space. In the ultimate case, an initial coverage of less than half of the total surface,
rapidly generated a fully connected endothelium under flow conditions. With this approach in
mind, we envision a new hybrid approach to the endothelialization of artificial devices, where
full endothelialization of the target surface is achieved in situ.
Along the direction of device endothelialization, this thesis also demonstrated that
rationally-designed surface topography can reinforce the endothelium under the hostile
biophysical environment, expected during operation of the device. Optimized topographies
successfully counteracted TNF-α induced inflammation by downregulating the transcription
factor NF-kB. Moreover, we identified and reported two mechanisms, acting in parallel,
through which the effect of topography is induced. First, through enhancement of cell-to-cell
junctional stability and second, by facilitating the anchoring of the cells on the substrate.
Hence, these results provide evidence that cellular interaction with surface topography can
mediate pro-inflammatory responses of cells induced from cytokines.
Last, this thesis introduced and investigated phenotypic and dynamic responses of
endothelial monolayers under supraphysiological WSS. Isotropic endothelia spontaneously
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reoriented their actin cytoskeleton perpendicular to the flow direction when exposed to
supraphysiological laminar flow conditions. This alternative, stable, orientation of the
collective was not present, when the endothelium was pre-aligned by means of physiological
levels of wall shear stress. In this case, an unstable organization of the monolayer emerged,
where ECs yielded random orientation. Temporal measurement of the traction forces, exerted
from endothelia monolayers, revealed correlation between EC phenotype and traction force
magnitude and direction. Additionally, computation of the intercellular stresses in the
collective, suggested that junctional tension decreases after perpendicular reorientation of the
monolayer. These results contribute to our understanding regarding endothelial cell responses
under supraphysiological wall shear stresses and provide evidence that perpendicular EC
phenotype supports cell survival. The exact mechanisms that drive the collective to this
phenotype remain, however, unclear and more research needs to be conducted towards this
direction.

6.2. Outlook
The quest to generate and maintain a functional and well connected endothelium on the
luminal surface of cardiovascular devices is still ongoing. To fully realize this goal, future
work could be directed in two routes: (i) understanding the responses of endothelial cells
under inimical conditions and (ii) long term in vivo experiments.
(i)

Deviation from physiological environment is the norm when one envisages to
endothelialize cardiovascular devices. Parameters such as: laminar flow wall shear
stress, substrate deformation, as well as pro-inflammatory milieu, will all act in
parallel to eventually deteriorate the endothelium. It is important, therefore, to
design and utilize experimental set ups that mimic the exact biomechanical
conditions expected on the luminal surface of the device. In the optimum case, the
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to-be-endothelialized device should be used in order to test endothelialization
strategies. At a next step, mechanisms that contribute and/or sustain endothelial
dysfunction could be identified and studied. In particular, investigation of the
adaptor protein vinculin and its important biphasic role of fostering focal adhesion
maturation and enriching the adherens junctions. Moreover, the phosphorylation of
VE-Cadherin , a proxy of endothelial cell-cell junctional stability, could provide
insight on endothelial cell responses under supraphysiological conditions.
Additionally, the transcription factor YAP/TAZ and its nuclear exportation could
prove a powerful tool, towards understanding EC behavior. On top of that, the
abovementioned immunostaining-based investigations, could be coupled with the
reference-free traction force microscopy platform developed from LTNT. This
could allow the creation of colocalization maps between proteins and traction
forces and reveal foci of local endothelial dysfunction.

(ii)

No well-defined protocol exists to achieve smooth translation of technologies
developed in the lab to the clinics. To facilitate the process, technologies that
satisfy certain criteria in vitro, should be tested in long-term in vivo experiments.
To this extent, with the Hybrid Membrane group of the Zurich Heart, we proceed to
acute animal experiments. An ovine animal model will be used and topographies
that have been shown in vitro to greatly support cell survival will be utilized.
Moreover, in collaboration with the PdZ group of ETH Zurich, a custom-made
actuation unit was developed, in order to fully control the cardiovascular device.
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